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Abstract

The advancements in medical science and technology have given rise to longer life ex-

pectancy and increasing rate of survival from severe disease globally in the past decades.

As a result, there are more and more demands for healthcare service. Health Monitor-

ing System (HMS), which is used to provide physical/mental health and activity status

monitoring, emerged just for this purpose. Activity monitoring is an important com-

ponent in this system. Wearable sensors and maker-based motion capture system are

adopted in most of the researches to record motion data, which need to attach sensors

and makers on human body and cause discomfort and cognitive burden to the users.

Thus, the present thesis chose non-contact way, i.e. camera, to allow people live in a

free environment. However, there existed only a few number of researches applied this

way and they still counter some shortcomings, such as, no sufficient number of subjects

in database to achieve reliable statistical conclusion, limited categories of disease/ab-

normality to be detected, limited aspects of health information to be assessed, and the

proposed methods are vulnerable to noise. Those shortcomings constrain HMS to be a

pervasive and convenient healthcare solution.

Therefore, in this thesis, to extend the camera-based HMS into a more practical and

broader application, we proposed a convenient way to analyze human’s health condition

by observing the most commonly seen locomotion form - gait, through camera. In gen-

eral, based on the different application purpose and situations, this HMS can be further

divided into two sub-systems. One is a passive way to study physical aspect of health.

It can be used to detect people with physical impairment in public place, i.e. shopping

mall, to provide service when necessary. In addition to physical health, other aspects

of information is also important for health. So we go further to provide active way to

learn multi-aspect of health. This method can realize quick multi-aspect health assess-

ment even at home. Considering two challenges related with dataset and performance

representation, we introduce more details about the two proposed approaches as follows:

In the first sub-system, we proposed a novel method to detect people with physical im-

pairment through walking style. To achieve this target, we first constructed a database

with sufficient number of subjects, containing visual/leg impaired walking and normal

walking. We then investigated which gait feature is effective to distinguish them among

posture, temporal and stability information, which are correspondingly represented by

gait energy image (GEI) that is a popular appearance-based feature showing high per-

formance in human authentication, duration time, and phase fluctuation from silhouette

sequence. After comparison experiments, we found that GEI was the most reliable fea-

ture. Further, considering that GEI is mainly about posture information, it must be



affected by the other parts of the human body except effective part. We thus proposed

to use only the most discriminative body patches in GEI. Sufficient experiments were

conducted to evaluate the contribution of various sizes and positions of body patches.

At last, for the visual impairment discrimination case, we found that head and chest

regions performed better than the whole body. As for the leg impairment detection

case, the leg region performed better than the whole body. The results confirmed the

effectiveness of patch-based GEI for impairment detection.

In the second sub-system, we designed a game-based system to screen children’s three

aspects of growth information, including anthropometric, kinematic and more important,

cognitive aspects. This method is different from the conventional approaches to the

assessment of growth status which involve manual evaluation and treat different aspects

of growth status separately. This study presents an automated method for assessing

growth status that considers various aspects of growth simultaneously. We first applied

the dual-task paradigm (where two tasks are performed simultaneously, here we used

combination of stepping while doing arithmetical calculation) to collect data on the three

aspects of growth at the same time. With the collected data from a large number of

typically developing individuals, we constructed a statistical model of growth features

and ages and also estimated participants’ ages using regression analysis. By comparing

the value of discrepancy between estimated age and chronological age from a test child

to that of average level from normally developing children, we were able to provide an

initial judgment of the child’s growth status. The experiment results demonstrated that,

the growth features developed with age in childhood and that the estimation of growth

status using this model was feasible.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 An Intelligent Healthcare Solution: Health Monitor

System

With medical science and technology advanced in the past several decades, the

life expectancy increased dramatically all over the world. However, the longer

life expectancy coupled with lower birthrate give rise to an aging population, and

the speed even accelerates in near future [8, 9]. Take Japan who has the oldest

population in the world as an example [10–12], according to statistics and predic-

tion in work [11], young-age population (under 15 years) in terms of percentage

of the total population, is expected to shrink from 12.5% in 2015 to 10.2% in

2065, while old age population (65 years of age and over) increases from the level

of 26.6% in 2015 to no less than 38.4% in 2065. In addition to aging popula-

tion, the rate of disability are increasing in part due to an improvement in chronic

health condition. According to the statistics from World Health Organization [13],

over a billion (about 15%) of the world’s population have some form of disability,

and among them, between 110 million (2.2%) - 190 million (3.8%) people have

significant difficulties in functioning.

As a result, it is no doubt that the demands of healthcare services increase for

elderly people and people with disability. They require regular monitoring and

care to keep necessary activities and health in daily lives, which, conventionally,

are mainly supported by their family and nursing staffs. These impose a significant

financial and time burden on the patients and their family and also it is a big

labor to clinical and nursing staffs. And also, with the improving general health

consciousness, even healthy people look forward a solution which can inform the

1
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Motion
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of a remote health monitoring system c©2012 Patel et al. [1]

appearance health disorder without going to clinical organization. Therefore, there

has been a growing awareness to develop intelligent and convenient systems to

provide affordable yet easy-to-use health monitoring services.

Fortunately, with the advanced development in computing and communication

technologies along with modern sensing technologies, automated and intelligent

techniques have been developed to replace manual manipulation during the im-

plement of healthcare. Health monitoring system (HMS), which has evolved fast

recent years, was just the technique emerging for this purpose [1, 14–25]. The

general function of a HMS is to measure and monitor physical/mental health and

activity status and then analyze the measured data to make decision of whether

or not a person need healthcare service. Such kind of a system is able to monitor

and support elderly people and people with impairment to live independently and

detect abnormalities, i.e. diseases or urgent events (e.g. falls). Of course, it can

also be used for normal people to measure their body parameters for diagnosis

potential disease. To realize this purpose, a HMS needs record the parameters of

subjects (e.g. physiological information [26], audio signals [14] and activities [21])

by various kinds of sensors and then transfer the measured data via communica-

tion networks to central computing system or the clinicians for decision making

and at last providing the corresponding services [21]. A general image of the flow

is shown in Fig. 1.1.
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1.2 Brief Overview of Gait Analysis in Health Monitoring

1.2.1 An Indicator for Health: Gait

One of the major components of HMS is to monitor subject’s activities in daily

lives. One’s health status can be deduced from various measurements of activi-

ties. By the observations, it is possible to qualitatively detect the disorder and

quantitatively assess the progress/severity of abnormality, for providing support

or medical intervention. For example, Hirayama et al. [27] monitored the sleep of

a patient with Parkinson’s disease and found that her head would sag on the onset

of a sleep attach. The patient even wasn’t aware of such thing happened. Then

the sleep attack was resolved by control of her medication. Mihailidis et al. [28]

helped people with dementia to complete hand washing by tracking the process of

hand washing. However, those systems are too specific in that they specialized for

a particular activity (e.g. hand washing) and limited at the indoor environment.

In contrast, gait is a more common and important form of human locomotion

in our daily living, which can be quite easy to be observed either at home or at

public place. Moreover, gait is an informative health indicator. It looks simple

but actually involves lots of levels of the nervous system and many parts of the

musculoskeletal apparatus as well as the cardiorespiratory systems [29]. A normal

gait performing (i.e. stepping , walking and running) requires the coordination of

the cerebellar, sensory, visual, vestibular, muscular, basal ganglia, and auditory

systems. Any changes in these systems can result in gait alteration [30]. So gait

is highly correlated with human’s health status that it has already attracted great

attention of researchers in healthcare field. Because of these attractive properties,

gait is chose to be analyzed for the target of pervasive health monitoring in the

present thesis.

1.2.2 Categories of Gait Analysis

Gait analysis is the systematic study of human gait. The essential purpose of gait

analysis in healthcare is to learn the relationship between gait performance and

various health conditions, for example, monitoring the physical activities to detect

patients with Parkinson’s disease [31, 32], detect knee osteoarthritis [33] during

gait.
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And in our daily lives, gait, based on its content, can be further divided into two

categories: walking or walking while doing other tasks (e.g. making a telephone

call, chatting with friends and holding a tray) simultaneously. Their corresponding

terminologies are single-task walking and dual-task walking, respectively. In the

medical field, both categories of gait are studied to reveal the health condition, but

their emphasis are different. Researchers prefer to analyze the relationship between

physical factors (e.g. visually impaired, osteoarthritis) based on the performance of

single-task gait [34–39] while they tend to learn one’s cognitive condition through

observing the dual-task gait [40, 41]. Both single-task and dual-task gait are

commonly-seen in daily life and important for analyzing people’s health condition.

Thus, in the present thesis, both types of gait are studied by computer vision and

machine learning techniques to reveal one’s health status.

From the perspective of procedures used to deal with gait data, in generally, there

are three main steps in gait analysis: data collection, gait representation, and

model construction (classification/regression). Based on the sensing approaches

used to record gait data, the researches can be mainly divided into two categories:

the contact-based way and non-contact-based way.

1.2.2.1 Contact-based Gait Monitoring

The most prevalent way to obtain gait measurements in healthcare field is based

on the invasive way, marker-based motion capture system (e.g. VICON [42, 43]

motion capture and GAITRite [44]) and wearable sensors (e.g. inertial measure-

ment units, gyroscopes, accelerometers [1, 19]). A motion capture system, taking

VICON as an example, detects the markers attached on the joints of human body

as locations of body joint and then various spatial and temporal gait parameters

are calculated from the trajectories of the detected markers. Similarly, the gait

measurements can be recorded and calculated from the trajectories of output of

wearable sensors which are attached to specified locations of human body parts.

Such kind of sensors make the researchers be able to obtain the accurate mea-

surements of gait performance without much efforts to do data processing, that

researchers in healthcare field can dedicate their main efforts on learning the re-

lationship between gait parameters and health status. So most of the researches

about gait analysis for health, both about single-task [1, 42, 45] and dual-task

gait [46, 47] are based on this type. However, even these invasive methods are

efficient for researchers, they are not convenient for the users:
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- The motion capture system requires several cameras and need to attach mul-

tiple markers on the human body. It is a set of large and expensive de-

vices which need complicated setting and calibration processes. Hence, it

is restricted to professional staff and specialized laboratory/clinical environ-

ments. And also it needs the cooperation from users. These constraints stop

ordinary people to obtain their gait information conveniently.

- In contrast to the motion capture system, wearable sensor is small and

portable that it can record gait parameters at anywhere without limitation.

However, wearable sensors still cause some other problems to the users: 1)

invasive and discomfort; 2) placing cognitive load on the user, especially to

elderly people who suffer from dementia and children with cerebral palsy (It

is a big burden for them to remember to wear the devices every day); 3)

unable to capture the gait parameters of the whole body with one sensor,

for one wearable sensor can just only measure the motion of one part of the

human body it attaches to; 4) cannot be applied to public places for it is

unpractical to ask everyone to wear a sensor.

1.2.2.2 Non-contact-based (Camera-based) Gait Monitoring

On the other hand, the non-invasive category, vision-based monitoring method

which observes gait by a camera in a distance, is able to overcome the limitations

mentioned above. It provides a continuous and unobtrusive system which allows

the user to act and live in a comfortable and free environment.

However, different from invasive method that gait measurements and the corre-

sponding human locations are already known, for vision-based monitoring method

which records gait by RGB camera [6, 48–52], the output data of camera is a

sequence of gait image. Researchers need to extract the gait features through

complicated image processing. Usually, a silhouette is extracted from the original

image and then gait features, either appearance-based (i.e. treat the silhouette as

a holistic) or model-based (i.e. need to detect out each body parts on the silhou-

ette) are obtained. The quality of the gait feature are heavily depended on quality

of silhouette extraction, especially for the model-based gait feature. A recent al-

ternative to plain camera is depth camera, e.g. Microsoft Kinect [53–55]. A Kinect

can output depth image (the pixel value in the image indicates the distance of the

object to Kinect) and also the 3D joint coordinates. People can extract the human

silhouette from depth map easier or can directly use joint position information.
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But it has a significant shortcoming that the capture distance should be within 4

meters, which constrains the Kinect being applied broadly.

There existed researches exploring vision-based method to do gait analysis for

healthcare and they proved the feasibility of vision-based method for this purpose,

but at the current stage, they still face some problems:

- The number of vision-based gait analysis for healthcare purpose is limited.

The reason is that, to get the measurement of gait, it needs complicated

processing on image sequences. To get rid of this step, most researchers in

healthcare field would like to choose invasive method rather than using cam-

era. And from the perspective of user, they don’t like camera considering the

privacy issue. Of course, with the increasing awareness about this problem

and the sophisticated design, the privacy of users can be protected.

- Available databases for camera-based gait analysis in healthcare are limited.

Some of them contain so limited number of subjects that cannot guarantee

the statistical reliability, e.g. a publicly accessible database in work [56]

contains only ten subjects and with very unbalance gender distribution (nine

males and one female). On the other hand, there are multiple videos are

captured by doctors for subjective observation. But the unstable capturing

conditions (i.e. various illumination and view point, and also containing jitter

during capture) make silhouette extraction difficult. So these are also not

suitable for analysis.

- The gait representation are vulnerable to noise. Some works directly used

the silhouette as feature to detect pathological gait [50] or extracted quan-

titative gait measurements (e.g. stride length, stance phase) and anthropo-

metric information (e.g. height of head, foot location) from raw silhouette

images [56, 57]. Those works are abased on silhouette of specified phase, so

the quality of gait analysis highly depends on the quality of each single frame

of silhouette. However, the quality of silhouette is always hard to guarantee,

especially when the environmental factors e.g. illumination, are not well con-

trolled. Even for Kinect, the quality of depth map at the head and foot is not

stable. At this situation, the performance of gait analysis will deteriorate.

- The researches analyze only the single-task gait, which is mainly used for

analyzing physical aspect of health information. But dual-task gait is also

very common in daily life. It is always used for studying other aspects of
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health information that are also very important for assessing health. So

analyzing dual-task gait is still necessary.

1.2.2.3 Summary

Comparing these two categories of gait monitoring, the contact-based way is widely

used in gait analysis for health purpose. However, the gait performance can only be

captured at laboratory or clinical environment under the manipulation by profes-

sional staffs for motion capture system and the wearable sensors cause a discomfort

or cognitive burden to user. Both of these two methods in contact-based category

have constraints in real application. Considering the convenience of users, in the

present thesis, we choose to adopt camera to record the gait performance, which

produces least disturbs to the lives of user.

There are some gait analysis for health adopted camera-based way. But the ne-

cessity of complicated image processing limited prosperity of this method. Only a

few categories of abnormality/diseases are analyzed by single-task gait. Moreover

the method highly depend on the quality of each single silhouette. Still there are

no camera-based method to explore the performance of dual-task gait, which is

also commonly-seen in daily lives and also extensively studied in medical field. In

a word, there are still many works needed to make camera-captured gait analysis

more useful in real application.

1.3 The Proposed Camera-based Gait Analysis for Health-

care

To extend the existed gait analysis of healthcare further for realizing a pervasive

and convenient health monitoring system, we proposed two approaches which are

based on camera and can be applied in different situations and purposes. These

two approaches can observe both single-task and dual-task gait. And as primary

stage of applying techniques of computer vision and machine learning in camera-

capture gait, the focus of the studies in the present thesis is the qualitative detec-

tion of abnormality. Detecting the occurrence of abnormality is the primary step

for medical intervention and it is much vital to early diagnose for early interven-

tion. Though observing single-task gait, we can detect the people with physical

impairments. And from the dual-task observation, we can deduce several aspects

of health information, including cognitive aspect. When observing single-task gait,
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no cooperation is needed from subjects, so such kind of passive strategy can be ap-

plied in public place. It can inform service staffs/robot to provide service timely

when necessary. As for the dual-task gait observation, to construct a database

that can be used for analysis, subject need to performance the same motor and

cognitive tasks. So this observation need the cooperation from subjects, that dual-

task gait observation is called active way of gait monitoring. But it is an efficient

way, it can provide a more convenient solution to assess several aspects of health

information than conventional way.

1.3.1 An Example Scenario to Apply Proposed Techniques

We envision a scenario in which our techniques can be applied as the following:

A subject walks into a supermarket and he is looking for a special kind of spice.

However, he has some inconvenience on his eyes (e.g. cataract) that he need to

walk near enough to the products on the shelf to check whether or not the product

is the one he want. Without the help from other one, he might need to walk near

to every product to check products for a long time. Fortunately, the surveillance

cameras which are embed the function of physical impairment detection notice

this customer and inform the service staff/robot in the supermarket. Then the

staff/robot guides him to the spice he needs, saving him from a lot of trouble.

When the subject goes back home, such kind of all time camera-based monitoring

system is changed. Instead, we embed a function of efficiently and conveniently

assessing health status to a motion sensing game system. The system can capture

the data of subject by depth camera when the subject use it. The advantage of

such engaging game form (the so-call dual-task paradigm) enables us to evaluate

more aspects of health information (i.e. cognitive) of a subject. Two kinds of

functions are provided based on the different age groups. For elderly people, we

try to detect whether or not a subject has the suspicion of suffering from dementia.

And for the children, we care about whether or not a child is growing normally.

A user can select the corresponding function for him or his family based on the

user’s age.

The scenario above demonstrates how camera-based gait analysis approaches can

provide pervasive and convenient health status assessment by naturally embed-

ding the functions into the existed system like surveillance monitoring system and

motion sensing game system. We sufficiently consider the different requirements

at different application scenarios. Public places need passive non-cooperate way

while in indoor environment, obtaining cooperation from subject is possible. With
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the combination of passive and active gait monitoring in both public and indoors

environment, people’s health condition can be pervasively accessed.

1.3.2 The Challenges

Camera-based method provides us the feasibility to realize the system mentioned

above. However, we still face with some challenges:

(1) Database is the basis of gait analysis. As mentioned previously, that there are

few public database which recording gait by camera for healthcare purpose.

No suitable dataset captured by camera about different kinds of physical

impairments existed. And also there is no database who try to collect the

dual-task performance by camera. In order to realize the application in the

scenario, we need to firstly construct the dataset by ourselves. The design

of the experiment setting for gait data collection should be based on the

knowledge of both clinicians and experts on computer vision.

(2) The purpose of gait analysis in healthcare is to distinguish the gait pattern

between different health conditions, so it is vital to find out the appropriate

gait features which can distinguish the gait styles under different health sta-

tus. To address this challenge, we can learn some experiences from a more

popular and successful application scenario for gait analysis, gait-based hu-

man recognition. An example of the system is shown in Fig. 1.2. Comparing

with other biometrics like face [58, 59], iris [60, 61], fingerprint [62, 63] and

hand vein [64, 65], gait has the advantage of capturing gait at a distance from

camera (e.g. RGB/RGB-D cameras) without any cooperation with subjects.

To make gait recognition more practical in wild environment, researchers in

this field proposed gait representation which is robust to kinds of covariates

(e.g. various illumination conditions, changing view angles (the angles of

subjects to the camera) and even different package status) [3, 66, 67]. We

can got some inspirations about gait representation from those works.

1.3.3 The Proposed Techniques

The challenges appear in both passive and active approaches. So in both ap-

proaches, we include ideas to cope with them. The brief introduction of the two
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(a)  The interface of gait verify system (b)  The data processing flow of the system

Footage at criminal scene/movies captured in confidence fashion

Figure 1.2: Gait verification system for criminal investigation c©2013 IEEE [2]

approaches are shown in the following. And to note that, the second active ap-

proach contains two works, one for elderly people and the other for children. As

for the function of detecting dementia in elderly people, I collaborated with other

researchers to collect the dual-task performance [7] and then tried to find out ef-

ficient features that might be useful for distinguishing healthy senior and senior

with cognitive impairment, i.e. dementia [68]. And I mainly focused on analyz-

ing the work for children group to assess their growth status. So for the active

approach, I will introduce the work about children.

In the passive work, we proposed a non-invasive and economical method for es-

timating physical impairment of people through observing walking style by plain

camera. To achieve this, we first self-constructed a dataset which contains two cat-

egories of impaired walking (leg/visual impaired walking) and also normal walk-

ing. Then we investigated which gait feature is effective for distinguishing different

types of gait patterns. Based on the observations from the existed works in med-

ical field exploring gait characteristics of people with physical impairments, we

concluded that the posture, temporal, and also stability properties of gait might

be affected by impairments. Correspondingly, we extracted gait energy image

(GEI), which is a popular appearance-based feature showing high performance in

human authentication, duration time, and phase fluctuation to represent these

three categories of gait properties from image sequence. By comparison, we found

that GEI is the most discriminative feature to distinguish impaired walking style

from normally walking, among the three considered features. And we go further
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to consider that GEI is mainly about posture information, it must be influenced

by the other parts of human body except the effective part. We thus proposed to

use only the GEI features with the most discriminative body patches. From the

experiments that evaluated the contribution of various sizes and positions of body

patches, we found that head and chest regions perform better than the whole body

for the visual impairment discrimination case. As for the leg impairment detection

case, the leg region performs better than the whole body. The results confirm the

effectiveness of patch-GEI for impairment detection.

For the active work, we provided an efficient and convenient method to assess

the growth status about various aspects of growth (anthropometric, kinematic

and cognitive) simultaneously. This method is different from the conventional

approaches which involve manual evaluation: it can collect and estimate growth

status efficiently and automatically. In our work, through dual-task paradigm,

we can collect anthropometric, kinematic and cognitive aspects of growth-related

information at the same time. The large-scale data collection was realized by an

automatic data collection system. With the collected data from a large number

of typically developing individuals, we constructed a statistical model of growth

features and ages and also estimated the age of a test participant using regression

analysis. By comparing the participant’s value to the average levels of regression

performance, we were able to provide an initial judgment of a child’s growth status.

The experiment results demonstrated that the growth features developed with age

among children and the estimation of growth status using this model was feasible.

1.4 Outline of thesis

The remaining chapters of this thesis are structured as follows:

- Chapter 2 provides a detailed survey of existing gait analysis methods, from

the aspects of data collection and gait feature extraction. In this chapter,

first, some typical and usually used database are listed out, and the differ-

ences between the dataset for human identification and healthcare purpose

are clarified. As for the gait representation, I categorize the methods into

two main classes: model-based and appearance-based. And in the model-

based approaches, based on the data capturing equipment, they are further

separated into time-series based and image-sequence based. At last, the ad-

vantages and disadvantage of each category are discussed.
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- Chapter 3 illustrates gait analysis to detect two types of physical impaired

walking styles by exploring the suitable gait features. To find out the gait

features which is effective for distinguishing impaired gait from normal gait,

we compared the performance of different kinds of gait features from posture

information (gait energy image (GEI)), temporal information (duration time)

and stability information (phase fluctuation). Based on the comparison ex-

periment results on an self-collected database, we found the best one is GEI.

And based on the observation that GEI is highly affected by other parts of

human body, further procedures to improve the performance by using only

the most discriminative patch of the GEI are presented.

- Chapter 4 describes the implementation of the dual-task paradigm used for

children growth assessment. At first, an automatic system is applied to col-

lect dual-task performance, then the description for three aspects growth in-

formation (including anthropometric, kinematic and cognitive aspects) from

dual-task performance is present. And then a machine learning method is

employed to construct the relationship between age and those three aspects

of growth information. At last, the efficiency of this method is discussed.

- Chapter 5 concludes this dissertation with a summary of the research as

well as providing directions for future work to make the proposed methods

more intelligent and practical in real application.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 The General Procedures for Gait Analysis

The general framework of gait analysis includes three modules. Data collection is

the primary and important step in gait analysis. Various factors in dataset like

the type of gait (e.g. walking, stepping, running or walking while doing other

task), the sensor used for recording, the qualified participants who satisfy the

experiment conditions (e.g. male or female, children or elderly people, healthy or

pathological subjects) and the environment (e.g. indoors or outdoors, day or night)

are determined based on the motivation of research. Then the following step of pre-

processing is to filter out some outliers or noise data. For instance, the participants

who don’t satisfy the experiment condition or who do not execute the specified

motion, should be eliminated. Next crucial step is to represent the collected data

by various kinds of features. Of course, the categories of the features are also

decided by the target of the research, i.e. which gait performance the researchers

want to investigate and which gait features are efficient and effective to represent

the different gait patterns. Usually, pre-processing and feature extraction are

merged into one step for they are both related with feature manipulation. The

last step is to study the relationship between gait features and the variables, such

as the age, health level or even the cognitive level, by constructing suitable model

for them. The modeling can be done by the traditional statistical method or by

machine-learning techniques (say classification/regression). Based on the model,

when comes a test sample, the judgment such as whether the test sample is the

same as one in the gallery or whether the test subject has any abnormality/disease

can be done. Finally, subsequent actions like unlocking the door (when the coming

13
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subject is one of the residents in the building) or providing medical intervention

(when the test subject is diagnosed to a special disease) are carried out.

Gait analysis, from the perspective of application, can be categorized into two

types: gait identification recognition and clinical gait pattern recognition. The

former one emphasizes on analyzing the difference between different subjects to

identify individual; while the latter one analyses the different gait patterns of

particular type of subject group with different health status, disease, gender, age

and even emotion, to reveal the factors that affect the particular gait pattern. The

emphasis in these two application situations are different, thus the considerations

in the procedures for gait analysis should be not the same.

Here has a seem contradictory phenomenon that gait authentication depends on

individual difference, while impairment detection by gait is based on the common

of individual, and gait can be used for these two adverse purposes. The reason is

that: even input to authentication and impairment detection systems is the same,

they are both the description of gait. But the targets are different, by applying

machine learning algorithm, we can learn different final features that useful for

different targets. E.g., the input of authentication and impairment detection are

GEI, the machine learning techniques can learn different further information: the

ratio of human body parts in GEI is used to identify different persons; while the

posture of head bending in GEI is used to detect visual impairment. So the key

point is the machine learning algorithm.

In the following, we give a brief review based on two important procedure steps

of gait analysis: data collection and gait feature representation, considering their

different application scenarios in healthcare and identification purpose.

2.2 Available Dataset

2.2.1 Dataset for Human Identification

In the scenario of gait-based human authentication, researchers aim to realize an

automatic and robust long-distance human authentication. So they focus on mak-

ing the discriminative ability of gait representation robust to kinds of variations

such as view angle, clothing, carrying status, illumination, walking speed. That

the data of each individual in the database might be captured in several different

conditions. Some prominent gait databases are listed as followings:
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(1) CMU MoBo (Motion of Body) Dataset [69]. This dataset recorded 25 sub-

jects performing four different kinds of walking activities (including slow

walking, fast walking, incline walking and walking with a ball) on a tread-

mill. They used six high-resolution color cameras to achieve 6 viewpoints

capturing.

(2) SOTON (University of Southampton) HID (Human ID) Database [70]. It

is the first dataset contains more than 100 subjects. The dataset captured

walking sequences by digital cameras from two viewpoints and in both out-

door and indoor environments (walking on ground and on treadmill).

(3) CASIA Gait Database [71]. This is a relative newly developed challenge

database. Four datasets are available in it. Dataset A contains 20 subjects

with three capturing directions. Dataset B is a frequently used gait database

for it has 124 subjects and large view and clothing variation (11 view angles

and for each view angles with four sets of normal condition and two sets

of subjects with bag and wearing coat). Dataset C recorded 153 subjects

in outdoor night by infra-red camera and contains four types of walking

conditions. Dataset D recorded 88 subjects walking on the foot pressure

plate and captured by camera synchronously.

(4) OU-ISIR Biometric Database [3, 66, 67, 72, 73]. This is the largest database.

It contains 8 datasets: treadmill dataset, large population dataset, speed

transition datasets, OU-LP-Bag dataset, multi-view large population dataset

and inertial sensor dataset and similar action inertial dataset. In general,

these databases involve the covariates including surface, age, carrying condi-

tions, viewpoints and speed. Besides 6 datasets are captured by color camera,

there include two datasets data was recorded by inertial sensors. Take the

OU-LP-Bag dataset [3] for an example, the dataset consists of 62,528 sub-

jects (with age ranging from 2 to 95 years). Each subject was asked to walk

straight three times at his/her preferred speed, one sequence with or without

carrying objects (if he/she did not have carrying objects) and the other two

without carrying objects. An overview of the capture system is illustrated in

the Fig.2.1.

2.2.2 Dataset for Healthcare Purpose

Gait analysis in healthcare field aims to study the influence of specified factor on

the gait pattern. So they need to compare between gait performance of subject
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Figure 2.1: Examples of databases for human identification, OU-LP-Bag dataset in
OU-ISIR biometric database with the largest number of subjects [3].

groups with different attributes like age, various diseases, to find out the gait

characteristics under different health conditions. There are only a few access

available databases for healthcare or healthcare purpose. We try to list out some

of them as followings:

(1) Gait in aging and disease database [48]. This is a mini-collection of human

gait data which was constructed as a teaching resource. It includes 5 healthy

young adults (23 - 29 years old), 5 healthy old adults (71 - 77 years old)

and 5 older adults (60 - 77 years old) with Parkinson’s disease. The stride

interval and the time between foot-strikes was provided based on the output

of force sensitive resistors placed in shoe and microcomputer worn on ankles.

(2) Gait in Parkinson’s disease Database [74]. This dataset contains measures of

gait from 93 patients with idiopathic Parkinson’s disease (mean age: 66.3),

and 73 healthy controls (mean age: 66.3). The database recorded force as

a function of time and location of subjects as they walked at their usual,

self-selected pace for approximately 2 minutes on level ground. Especially, a

subset of the database includes measures recorded as subjects performed a

second task (serial 7 subtractions) while walking.

(3) Daphnet Freezing of Gait Dataset [4]. This dataset consists of the annotated

readings of 3 accelerations sensors at the hip and legs of Parkinson’s disease

patients that experience freezing of gait (FoG) during walking, the example is

shown in Fig.2.2. The dataset recorded ten Parkinson’s disease patients doing

several walking tasks (straight line walking, walking with numerous turns and
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Figure 2.2: Examples of using wearable sensors for healthcare purpose c©2010,
IEEE [4].

also a more realistic activity of daily living task, where the subjects went into

different rooms while fetching coffee, opening door, etc.) in the laboratory

for more than 8 hours. Finally, eight patients experienced FoG during the

study, and 237 FOG events were identified. Apparently, this data set focus

on recognizing the FoG of Parkinson’s disease.

(4) CGA Normative Gait Dataset [75, 76]. This dataset provide the gait mea-

surements of normal people, including children, adult and elderly people,

which are captured by Vicon system. It contains many sub-dataset. For

example, one sub-dataset includes 22 (around 8 years old) children’s joint

angular velocities and the other one contains 9 young adults’ joint kinemat-

ics data. This dataset provides only normal gait measurement as a baseline

for documenting impairments in patients.

(5) Gait datasets collected from university of Wisconsin-LaCrosse [77]. The

dataset capture 25 young healthy adults gait as a normative gait trials by

motion capture system (attaching passive optical markers, force platforms

and EGM electrodes. Thus the data includes position, acceleration and ve-

locity for bilateral hip, knee and ankle, ground reaction force of stance phase

and EMG of right and left vastus intermedius, lateral hamstring, medial

gastrocnemius and tibialis anterior muscles is provided.

2.2.3 Summary

By listing out some publicly available datasets for both human identification and

clinical gait analysis, we found several different points lies in these two types of
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dataset:

- The number of recruited participants. The largest number of subjects in

human identification reaches 62,528 (OU-ISIR Biometric Database) [3] while

the number of subjects in healthcare purpose dataset is 166 (Gait in Parkin-

son s disease Database) [74]. The order of the number of subjects is much

different from each other. And obviously, the small umber of subjects cannot

provide reliable conclusion in statistical sense and cannot explore sufficient

potential factors. Dataset with sufficient number of subjects is needed for

healthcare field’s research.

- Diversity in the dataset. Obviously, we can see that the datasets for identi-

fication collect gait data in different conditions, which enable researchers to

cope with the covariate problems based on the collected data. However, the

data for healthcare purpose is relative simple, the datasets contain only gait

patterns of healthy people (as reference) and people with Parkinson’s disease.

And only one dataset [74] provides small number of subjects who suffer from

Parkinson’s disease performing dual-task on force platform. It is hard for us

to learn other types of abnormal gait patterns and study the cognitive aspect

information of subjects (which is usually learned on the dual-task gait per-

formance) based on these existed datasets. So if we want to analysis different

types of gait other than Parkinson’s disease, we need to collect dataset by

ourselves.

- The recording sensors. The former type of data used camera which has no

obstruct on participants. While in the latter field of dataset, they tend to

used wearable sensors or motion capture systems (like VICON) which need

to attach multiple markers on body or even force plat form which restricts

the movement region. With such kind of constraints by the sensors, it is hard

to provide the subjects with a free living environment when monitoring their

activities. And this way even impose burden or pressure to the users. So at

the current stage, there are still urgent requirements to develop and improve

non-invasive systems for monitoring activities of people.

2.3 Gait Feature Representation

There are various ways available to represent gait. In this subsection, we divide

them into two main categories: the model-based and model-free-based (or say
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appearance-based) approaches. The model-based approaches explicitly model the

structure of human body while the appearance methods use the silhouette directly

without knowing the structure of human body.

2.3.1 Model-based Methods

Gait feature of this category need first determine the location of components of hu-

man body and then extract various gait features from the concerned components.

The components of human body can be detected by several methods. The first

way is to directly place wearable sensors (e.g. accelerometers, gyroscopes, inertial

measurement units (IMUs)) or markers of motions capture systems to specified

parts or joints of human body to record the motion of that components. And

also Microsoft Kinect provides the function to track multiple joints of a whole

body without any contact on subjects. The second way is to fit the prior human

body’s structure model to the camera capturing images to decide the location of

the components. For the first way, we need to extract gait features from time-series

signal while the second way needs to deal with image sequences. In the following,

we introduce some mode-based gait representation based on the time-series signal

based and image sequence-based input.

(1) Model-based method with time-series signal as input

Usually, the time-series signal is the output of wearable sensor and motion

capture system. Since the gait signal is almost periodic, a large number of

gait analysis first detect gait period and gait phase (e.g. heel strike, flat foot,

heel off, toe off and swing) by threshold-based methods or machine-learning

approaches [45, 73, 78–91]. Then researchers use the statistics of phase in-

formation to represent the characteristics of human gait. Ghoussayni S. et

al. [78] employed three-dimensional co-ordinates of foot markers to detect

the timings of four gait events (heel contact, heel rise, toe contact and toe

off) using empirically thresholds. By comparing with the detection results

from force platform and visual inspection, the validation of marker-based

method was approved. Salarian A. et al. [82] used body attached gyroscopes

to estimate spatio-temporal parameters of gait for comparing between nor-

mal people and Parkinson’s disease patients. The authors first detect the

initial and terminal contact of feet with the ground by observing the nega-

tive angular velocity peak. Then the temporal parameters such as gait cycle

time, stance, initial double support and spatial parameters such as stride
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length are calculated by various equations. Abaid N. [45] analyzed gyro-

scope data to detect four gait phase (heel strike, flat foot, heel off and swing)

for both healthy children and children with hemiplegia. It is realized by a

hierarchical weighted decision on the output of two or more scalar Hidden

Markov Models (HMMs). Then the authors used the gait phase percentage

and the time spent in each gait phase to distinguish children with or without

hemiplegia, and children with varying severity hemiplegia. Derawi et al. [84]

applied accelerometry data for biometric gait recognition. The walking cycle

was first determined from the extreme value point of signal then similarity of

the cycle signal between two persons are measured by dynamic time warping

(DTW).

Recently, with prevalence of Kinect in commercial application (e.g. motion

sensing game), there appear some works applying Kinect to do gait analysis

in both clinical purpose [49, 54, 55, 92, 93] and human authentication [94–

98]. Different from wearable sensor which can record the information of only

one part for each sensor, Kinect is able to record the motion trajectory of the

all the joints of whole body. Rocha A. P. et al. [49] used the skeleton data

to discriminate between non-Parkinson’s subjects and Parkinson’s patient,

as well as between two Parkinson’s states. The features are the velocity, ac-

celeration, the angle of multiple joints and also the distance between these

joints. And also gait cycle duration, stride length and stride average velocity

are calculated. From the results, the variance of the shoulder joint veloc-

ity presented the highest discriminative power to the task mentioned above.

Aniruddha S. et al. [98] represent the gait for human identification through

three types of features, length features which is the distance between the

adjacent physical joints, area features which is the closed polygon area oc-

cupied by the upper hands and lower legs of the body during side walking,

distance features which are the distances between centroid of different parts

of the body with respect to the centroid of the upper body that can describe

the change of each human body part and the last one is the angles between

each other.

Beyond the spatio-temporal representation, time-serial signal can be de-

scribed as frequency-domain features. The approaches used to convert the

time domain signal into frequency domain signal are Fourier transformation,

wavelet transformation [87, 99–107]. Mostayed et al. [102] distinguished nor-

mal and abnormal gait from the Fourier transform patterns from joint an-

gles trajectories of ankle-knee, knee-hip and hip-ankle. While Pickrell et
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al. [104] chose to use continuous wavelet transform (CWT) to detect freez-

ing of gait (one of the symptoms of Parkinson’s disease). Comparing with

Fourier transformation, CWT employs time domain information in a smaller

sample window size that can detect the short-duration better.

(2) Model-based methods with image sequence as input

Unlike the time series outputted by wearable sensor and Kinect, whose lo-

cation of body component are already known. Images captured by camera

doesn’t contain information of components. So model-based methods need to

first detect the position of components by fitting or tracking body structures

on the image. Then extract a series of static or dynamic gait parameters

from the fitted model [108–110]. Jang-Hee et al. [110] extracted a 2D stick

figure from gait silhouette by motion information with topological analysis

guided from anatomical knowledge. Then the mean and variation of the gait

angles are extracted as features, which are fed to neural network to recognize

humans.

Some other model-based approaches, instead of modeling the human body

as a holistic structure, would go further to explore human body parts infor-

mation. The statistical structure features and kinematic features about the

movement of human body parts with time can provide more information for

gait analysis [5, 6, 111–115]. Lee et al. [5]fitted the ellipses to the human

body part based on the statistics of the part region, as shown in Fig. 2.3

(a). Then two types of representation across time is extracted, the mean and

standard deviation of region features across time, and magnitudes and phases

to these moment-based region features. Nikolaos et al. [115] first separated

the human body into separate parts and then combined the different body

components into a common distance metric for evaluating the similarity be-

tween gait sequences for gait recognition. However, for clinical application,

Lee H. et al. [6] directly required the subjects wear specified cloth, with dif-

ferent color meaning different part of human body, as shown in Fig.2.3 (b).

This trick is used to avoid model fitting. After the body parts are segmented,

they skeletonize the segmented image. At last, the distance feature and joint

angle are calculated to identify patients with Parkinson’s disease.
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(a) The silhouette is firstly divided into 7 regions,

then ellipses are fitted to each region.

Red – upper 

limb color

Black –

torso color

White – the 

back leg color

(b) The human parts are detected by

colored dress.

Figure 2.3: Model-fitting methods using camera-captured image sequences in (a)
human identification c©2002, IEEE [5] and (b) Parkinson’s disease detection [6].

2.3.2 Appearance-based Methods

Different from model-based gait representation, appearance-based method always

directly use the extracted binary human silhouettes. The simplest way is to di-

rectly use the silhouettes frame. Kale et al. [116] extract the lower dimensional

vector calculated from key frames to train a HMM model. This method can

capture the structural and transitional feature which is useful for human recogni-

tion. Such kind of the method which directly used binary frame encounter with

a challenge to detect the key frame. To reduce the difficulty, a more efficient and

dominant way is to summarize the information from multiple frames [117, 118].

Bobick A.F. et al. [117] used accumulate the image differencing (binary image)

to get Motion Energy Image (MEI) which represent the temporal information by

gray intensity. And go further to represent how the motion is moving by record the

temporal history of motion at each pixel to form Motion-History Image (MHI). In

the MHI, the brighter pixel corresponding to the place with more recently moving

pixels. Han J. et al. [118] present the gait by the average of the silhouettes in a

walking cycle, naming gait energy image (GEI). GEI preserves the dynamic and

static information of gait. After that, some researchers developed the representa-

tion of these gait features with the considerations to emphasize more on specific

aspect of information or to deal with various conditions like clothing and carrying

status [119–121]. Yang X. et al. [119] designed an Enhance Gait Energy Image

(EGEI) to employ dynamic region analysis to improve dynamic information of

GEI. The author identify the dynamic region in GEI into two type of motion, the

regions with high intensity and low intensity are essentially the same among dif-

ferent individuals while the area of swing of limbs and the inclination of head and
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torso are different between individual. The dynamic region in GEI is enhanced by

a pixel-wise multiplication with dynamic weight mask. Makihara Y. et al. [122]

applied Fourier analysis to the silhouette sequence over the complete gait cycle.

The low-order amplitude spectra of Fourier coefficients are used to present gait

feature. The direct component is actually GEI and the one-time and two-times

frequency preserve the asymmetric and asymmetric motion. Bshir K. [120] pro-

posed Gait Entropy Image (GEnI) to divide the dynamic and static areas of GEI

through Shannon entropy at each pixel of GEI. In the GEnI, the intensity of dy-

namic region is brighter than the static region. This property make the GEnI is

not so sensitive to carrying status.

2.3.3 Summary

Features from model-based methods are easy to be interpreted, and generally view

and scale invariant. The wearable sensors and maker-based motion capture sys-

tems can directly assess the motion information of specific parts of human body.

What it needs for the researchers is to statistically analyze these features to exam-

ine the gait disorder or to do gait authentication. For the convenience, researchers

in healthcare field always used this type of equipment. However, they require com-

plex equipment setup in collection and the subjects need to wear kinds of sensors

and markers which lead constricts on their daily life. And such kind of cooperation

way is impractical for the purpose of human identification from a long distance

or activity monitoring without obstruct. Those limitations can be overcome by

using camera capturing, i.e. using skeleton information from Kinect or model-

based silhouette sequence form images sequence from RGB camera. Comparing

with Kinect, the model-based image method might suffer from shortcomings like

sensitive to the quality of gait images, human body segmentation results, and also

the large computation cost on model fitting. So Kinect sensor could be a good

choice of non-invasive way of monitoring human gait considering under model-

based method. But we need to well consider one significant limitation of Kinect,

that its capturing range is limited within 4 meters.

At the same time, appearance-based methods release the shortcomings of model-

fitting on a image sequence mentioned above. They can perform at a lower resolu-

tion images and has lower computer complexity. And since the images are captured

from camera, the subjects need no cooperation which give the subjects maximum

possible comfort during monitoring. Of course, appearance-based method has its
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disadvantage that it is sensitive to appearance variation such as clothing and car-

rying status. Thus the researchers in gait identification strive to propose methods

of gait analysis which is robust to kinds of co-variants. And because the features

from appearance-based method describe gait pattern as a holistic information,

however researchers in clinical field prefers to use quantitative gait parameters to

do quantitatively gait assessment, so appearance-based method is less used in clini-

cal purpose. However, we think that this method is quiet valuable to do qualitative

assessment in real application for early disorder diagnosis and for impairment de-

tection in public places. So it can also be a good choice for non-intrusive manner

for gait analysis.



Chapter 3

Detection of Gait Impairment

Using Patch-based GEI

As mentioned in the chapter1, walking is one for the indicators of human health.

It requires the coordination of various function systems of human body. When

people get old or ill, those functions degenerate, which results in abnormal walking

style. Indeed, people who have some impairments, such as poor binocular visual

acuity, weak inter-joint coordination ability even loss of hearing, show different

walking styles in postural and dynamic aspects comparing with people with no

impairments [91, 123, 124]. We, human, can usually distinguish the differences

quite easily just by observing their ways of walking. If we design a system that

can automatically detect such impaired people from their walking styles, it could

be very useful in public commercial environment to provide service to people with

impairment, elderly care [125], gait related applications such as the diagnosis of

diseases like Parkinson’s Disease [50, 82, 126, 127], and the rehabilitation of injured

people [128].

So in this chapter, we introduce the design of a system that can detect such

impaired people from their walking styles in an automatic and non-intrusive man-

ner. Under the monitoring system, people can maintain their daily-live activities

freely and comfortably. The impaired gait patterns concerned in present method

is the physical impairments. The mainly contributions of this method are that we

collected a database with sufficient number of subjects, containing two kinds of

impaired walking and normal walking, and we tried to find out the efficient gait

representation to describe the gait patterns affected by physical impairments.

25
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3.1 Feature Representation for Impaired Walking

3.1.1 Motivation to Utilize Appearance-based Methods

Again, as mentioned in the chapter 2, existing studies about gait representation

for either gait identification or healthcare purpose, can be separated into two cat-

egories: model-based and appearance-based methods. The model-based methods

usually apply a motion capture system or wearable sensors to capture accurate

pose parameters. For example, Hallemans et al. [129] used a Vicon motion cap-

ture system to measure head orientation, stride length and trunk flexion to verify

whether or not poor vision affects dynamic stability of walking. Other model-

based studies [6, 110, 130] use movies captured by cameras. They estimate the

pose parameters by fitting and tracking body components. Lee et al. [6] fit a

skeleton model to binary human silhouettes to calculate their static properties like

swing distances and joint angles for detecting Parkinsonian gait. To locate differ-

ent components of human body, participants are instructed to wear color cloth,

with different color corresponding to different body components.

From the promising results of these two model-based approaches, we confirm that

the walking posture, the temporal cue and the stability properties are important

for disorder gait detection. In fact, model-based approaches can measure precise

trajectories of moving joint and body components. However, they require labora-

tory environment settings and cooperation of subjects; the subjects have to wear

special clothes or devices. Further, they usually suffer from low quality of the pose

estimation and high computation cost. Of course, kinect sensor is a good solution

for non-contact manner which provide good precision of skeleton data. However,

the capture range of kinect is so limited. So it is not suitable to recording walking

which move in a relative long distance. In a word, these ways are not applicable

for the target to provide a non-invasive and long-term monitoring environment

that people can keep their daily-lives activities free and comfortable.

On the other hand, appearance-based methods use captured movies directly, thus

subjects do not need to wear any special devices. Chen et al. [50, 126] use binary

silhouettes extracted from color images to distinguish Parkinson’s Disease people

from normal ones. That study uses the binary silhouettes of specified phase di-

rectly for classification, hence, the results heavily depend on the extraction quality

of each silhouette. Other works [119, 122, 131] summarize the shape and motion

features from the gait observation and use them for gender recognition and hu-

man authentication. Among those features, Gait Energy Image (GEI) [131] was
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often used since it is well known to show high authentication performance for in-

dividuals from gait. Another advantage of GEI is that, it does not require high

extraction quality for each single silhouette; it is quite robust against noise in-

evitably included in extracted silhouette images. Because GEI is defined as an

average of sequential silhouettes in a walking period, that one or a few frames

of unwell extracted silhouettes do not damage the information so much as those

methods depend on only one specified phase of silhouette.

GEI can encode the shape of people very well, so that it is effective for personal

authentication. It does not, however, preserve temporal information such as the

duration time of a walking period. Therefore besides the GEI, we still investigate

the effectiveness of the duration time which is relative to the walking speed. Con-

sidering that both GEI and duration time describe properties within a period, we

furthermore study phase fluctuation [132] between the neighboring walking peri-

ods. This phase fluctuation is used for estimating the walking stability which is

considered to be an important cue for assessing the ability to walk.

3.1.2 Extraction of Gait Features

In this section, we describe how to extract the shape, temporal and stability infor-

mation features which might be effective to distinguish different types of walking

from a subject. From the original input color image sequence, we first apply back-

ground subtraction to extract binary silhouettes. Then the extracted silhouette

images are scaled. First, the top, the bottom and horizontal center which is the

median of horizontal positions of the foreground region are detected. Next, after

applying moving average filter to those positions, a normalization step is carried

out. The output binary silhouette sequences are called Gait Silhouette Volumes

(GSV) [122].

With GSV, assuming periodicity of walking, we estimate a walking period length

by calculating the normalized autocorrelation of the silhouette images in temporal

axis. The gait period Nperiod is determined as the number of frames which makes

the normalized autocorrelation maximum. As the sequences usually contain more

than a period, for duration time and GEI, we extract only the part {Si}(i =

1, 2, · · · , Nperiod) that corresponds with a period. Note that in our experimental

setting, we pick up the period around the center of the image. Nperiod denotes the

number of frames in a period, which we call “duration time” in this paper. Once

we obtain GSV, the GEI feature G(x, y) is calculated as follows:
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Detect period and pick out the period appearing around the center of the image

……
Original 

image 

sequence

GSV

(one period)

GEI

……

Figure 3.1: The procedures for generating GEI from original image sequence.

G(x, y) =
1

Nperiod

Nperiod∑
i=1

Si(x, y) (3.1)

Where i is the number of frames in a period of walking silhouettes, x, y is the

coordinate in the image and Si(x, y) is the intensity value of the GSV in the

corresponding pixel. An example of the procedures of generating gait energy

image is shown in Fig. 3.1. In the GEI image, the pixel intensity is related with

the appearance frequency of the human body. A brighter intensity indicates a

human body part which has less motion, such as the head and torso. On the

other hand, gray parts correspond to regions with a lot of motion, like legs. Black

means no body parts appear at the corresponding place, i.e. the background. In

our experiments, the resolution of GSV is 120 × 80, so the dimension of GEI is

also 120× 80.

We then briefly introduce the main processing steps for calculating phase fluctu-

ation using the method that was proposed by Makihara et al. [132]. The authors

proposed an iterative optimization framework to estimate a phase evolution se-

quence from a given quasi-periodic signal by minimizing a certain objective func-

tion. The objective function composes of (1) a data term Dd(SQ) which construct

the relationship between two phases with several periods shift; and (2) a smooth-

ness term Ds(SQ) which makes the speed of local phase evolution coincide with

an instantaneous frequency under the constraint of monotonic increasing trend

for phase evolution. And because of the existence of the combination ambiguity
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in constructing the quasi-periodic signal: the combination of the phase evolution

function and the normalized periodic signal is not fixed, (3) bias correction term

Db(SQ) is added to the objective function. Based on the assumption that phase

fluctuations are unbiased, Makihara et al. consider phase deviation from a linear

phase evolution average over all the periods (i.e. bias) should be zeros. To note

here that, the time warping function (TWF) is just used to represents a mapping

from a linear time evolution to the estimated relative phase for each period. Since

the phase bias calculation and phase estimation depends on each other, an itera-

tive optimization framework is adopted. In the objective functions, superscript r

means the r-th iteration. The phase evolution sequence Sr+1
Q at the (i+1)-th iter-

ation is estimated by also considering the unbiased phase ŜrQ,i at the r-th iteration

for each sample. The objective function is described in the following [132],

Sr+1∗

Q = arg max
Sr+1
Q

D(Sr+1
Q ; ŜrQ) (3.2)

D(Sr+1
Q ; ŜrQ) = Dd(S

r+1
Q ) + λsDs(S

r+1
Q ) + λbDb(S

r+1
Q ; ŜrQ) (3.3)

Dd(S
r+1
Q ) =

∑
j

∑
[i,u]∈Xj

(sr+1
Q,u − s

r+1
Q,i − j)

2 (3.4)

Ds(S
r+1
Q ) =

N−2∑
i=0

(sr+1
Q,i+1 − s

r+1
Q,i −

1

P̂Q,i
)2 (3.5)

Db(S
r+1
Q ; ŜrQ) =

N∑
i=0

(sr+1
Q,i − ŝ

r
Q,i)

2 (3.6)

subject to sr+1
Q,i+1 − s

r+1
Q,i ≥ 0∀i = 0, ..., N − 2,

where Xj is a set of corresponding pairs of frames who have j periods shift. The

optimal correspondence between a quasi-periodic signal and a period-shifted ver-

sion of the same quasi-periodic signal are found by self dynamic time warping.

P̂Q,i is an estimated instantaneous period at the i-th frame, which is estimated

by short-term period detection, λs is the smoothness coefficient and λb is a coef-

ficient for the bias-correction term. At last, the phase sequence is estimated by

the convex quadratic programming composed of the objective function. For more

processing details, we refer the reader to [132, 133].
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0.0 Relative phase 1

0.0 Relative phase 1

(a) A gait-period of multiple silhouette images aligned by estimated relative phase (b) TWFs

Figure 3.2: Variance in TWFs as the phase evolution instability measure. Time
warping function (TWF)variance between periods for unstable gait. Top is from visual
impaired gait and bottom is from leg impaired gait, the variance of bottom larger than

that of top.

As Makihara et.al [132] pointed out that their proposed method reconstructs

TWFs from a single quasi-periodic signal through a bias estimation process, so

the variance in the reconstructed TWFs can be used as a kind of phase evolution

instability measure. So we used this value in the present theis to decribe walking

stability. An example of gait silhouettes of two subjects aligned by estimated

relative phase and their TWFs are shown in Fig. 3.2 .

So, in summary, the three types of gait features represented in this section are:

(1) Duration Time: the temporal information, represented by the number of

frames in a walking period;

(2) Gait Energy Image (GEI): mainly about the postural information, described

by the average of silhouette frames in a period;

(3) Phase fluctuation: the stability property, revealed by the variance in the

reconstructed TWFs among adjacent walking periods.
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3.2 An Impaired Gait Dataset by Self-construction

In our study, we pick up two categories of commonly seen impairments: leg impair-

ment and visual impairment. Stiff knee is a typical leg problem in the elderly. The

reason for this problem is that joints become stiffer and less flexible with aging.

In addition, old people are prone to have some lesions on the eye lens or retina

which result in visual impairments with symptoms of blur and tunnel view. Of

course, those types of the symptoms are popular among elderly people, but they

might also occur among young adults with leg and eye injuries. So in this work,

we are concerned with the symptoms showed out by the type of impairment other

than age.

However, there is no suitable dataset which collect the impaired walking by cam-

era. So we need to construct the dataset from scratch. And as you can image, it

is hard to collect walking data of people who really have these impairments. One

of the reasons is that it is difficult to find enough numbers of patients with real

impairment. Moreover, even if we can find sufficient patients, it is still difficult

to ensure their safety in experiments. Considering these limitations, we thus use

age simulation kits to help healthy people “act as” these two kinds of commonly

seen impaired people. For the simulation kit, we adopt a product of Sanwa Man-

ufacturing Co., Ltd [134], see in Fig.3.3. Since it is a popular tool that has been

used in many fields, it is reasonable for us to assume that it simulates well real

impaired walking popular among elderly. We then prepare three types of walking,

as follows:

(1) leg impaired walking by fastening leg supporters on both knees which restrict

knee bending;

(2) visually impaired walking by wearing goggle glasses which blur the sight and

narrow the view field;

(3) Normal walking without anything fixed.

Examples of these three kinds of walking styles are shown in Fig. 3.3 (a), (b) and

(c), respectively. When collecting walking data, people walk on a straight path

with a camera capturing sideways, so all of the silhouettes in our study are lateral.
1

1 As well-known, nowadays we have to obtain and manage such image data including personal infor-
mation with extreme discretion. We consulted a lawyer about procedure to obtain and manage the data
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(a) (b) (c) 

Goggle Glasses 

Knee 

Supporters

Figure 3.3: Three types of walking and the simulation kits. (a) leg impaired walking,
(b) visually impaired walking, (c) normal walking

waking

camera 

Figure 3.4: The top view of experiment environment.
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In order to collect sufficient number of subjects, we placed our collection system in

a public science museum. The top view of the experiment environment is shown

in Fig.3.4. The participant walked from the left to right with RGB camera to

capture walking sequence from side view. The numbers of subjects for leg impaired

walking, visually impaired walking and normal walking are shown on Fig.3.5. Note

that every participant in the data collection is instructed to finish two categories

of walking: one type of impaired walking and normally walking. So the subject

number of normal walking is much larger than that of impaired walking. The age

range of participants is 4 to 78. By wearing the simulation kits, all the subjects

are recognized as ”old adults” who have the leg/eye symptoms mention above.

At some situations, the number of subjects will decrease when the corresponding

subjects cannot satisfy some conditions, such as some kinds of gait representation

need specified length of frames, but the number of frames of some subjects is not

enough.

For fair comparison, before applying computer vision and machine learning tech-

niques on the database, we first manually observed the dataset to exclude subjects

with apparent physical impairment. This step can guarantee the most of the sub-

jects are in normal status. And also our analysis method is based on the statistical

learning and the number of subjects is relative large, so the model is constructed

based on character of major subjects, even there exist small number of subjects

who are not very healthy (which cannot detected out by manual observation), they

won’t have much influence to the model.

3.3 Classification Method

To evaluate performance of discrimination, we apply Linear Discriminant Analysis

(LDA) to the extracted gait features. Since our interest is in how much each im-

paired walking is changed compared to normal walking, we apply two-class LDA

between normal walking and that with leg/visual impairment. And for two-class

classification, we mapped the feature into a subspace with only one dimension,

i.e. one direction of LDA. Note that, because subject number is not balanced for

each class, we choose the same subject number for the two classes. In total we

make 30 times selection, the results are the average of those 30 times and also

and about how to get agreement from subjects, and we carefully followed the procedure. Moreover, in
the case that a subject was a child, who is not regarded to be responsible for the agreement, we ask
his/her parent to give the agreement instead of him/her. Owing to this procedure, images in this dataset
can be pasted on this paper, can be analyzed for our research purpose.
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Figure 3.5: The number of subjects for each type of walking

their standard deviation. In the case of GEI, since the feature is high dimensional

vectors, we preliminarily apply Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to compress

them into the dimension number which preserves around 90% of the original en-

ergy. Each selection randomly choose GEI from different subjects to compose the

input features for PCA. As a result, the number of components and distribution

of principal component scores vary among each selection. So instead of a specific

number of components, a range is given. Take the whole body GEI as input feature

for example. Considering the situation of compressing features of subjects with

normal and visual impairments, the range of component numbers corresponding

to 90% of the original energy is 50–52. For case of normal between leg impairment,

the range is 54–56. One example for the distribution of each principal component

score is shown in Fig. 3.6.

3.4 Discrimination Ability of Each Feature

3.4.1 GEI

We evaluate the performance of GEI in distinguishing impaired walking from nor-

mal walking. The table 3.1 shows the performance of normal walking and visual

impaired walking. It says the accuracy is about 81%. The figure 3.7 are the re-

projection of the most discriminative LDA direction. Comparing these two images,

we can find that a person with visual impairment tends to bend his/her head more
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(b)

(a)

Figure 3.6: Distribution of the principal component scores for GEI of subjects from
(a) normal and visual impairment, and (b) normal and leg impairment
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Table 3.1: The classification accuracy of GEI for detecting visually impaired walking.

normal 81.17% ± 2.84%

visual impairment 80.68% ± 1.99%

average accuracy 80.93% ± 1.90%

normal vs. visual impairment

normal 81.17% ±2.84%

visual impairment 80.68% ±1.99%

average accuracy 80.93%±1.90%
visual impairmentnormal

Figure 3.7: The re-projection of normal vs. visually impaired walking from the one
LDA direction

Table 3.2: The classification accuracy of GEI for detecting leg impaired walking.

normal 70.27% ± 2.00%

leg impairment 68.33% ± 1.99%

average accuracy 69.30% ± 1.47%

to the front than a normal person. It sounds reasonable that people with lower

visual ability need to be more careful about the road. As for the performance of

the leg impaired walking and normal walking, results are shown in table 3.2 and

Fig.3.8. As it shows, the classification accuracy is about 69%. The re-projection

images on the right side show that leg impaired walking has a little smaller leg

angle and lower head bending than that of normal walking. The performance of

GEI shows that walking posture is affected by impairment.

3.4.2 Duration Time

Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10, table 3.3 and table 3.4 show the distribution of the

duration time of normal walking and visually/leg impaired walking and also their

classification accuracy. The distributions of the normal and impaired walking are

described by red and blue curves, respectively. The curves are generated from
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normal vs. leg impairment

normal 70.27% ±2.00%

leg impairment 68.33% ±1.99%

average accuracy 69.30%±1.47% leg impairmentnormal

Figure 3.8: The re-projection of normal vs. leg impaired walking from the one LDA
direction

interpolation fit on the discrete frequency values. In Fig. 3.9, the peaks of the two

distribution are remarkably aligned. It means that the visual impairment does not

affect the duration time. In Fig. 3.10, on the other hand, we found that the leg

impairment affects the duration time; the duration time of the leg impairment is

obviously longer than that of the normal walking. However, the large overlapped

region of two distributions in each graph means that the duration time is not

so effective for accurate impairment estimation and the classification results also

prove that point.

3.4.3 Phase Fluctuation

Phase fluctuation of a neighboring phase estimated sequence is used to estimate

the stability of a walking style. It is measured by the variance of the reconstruction

of TWFs. The smaller the variance, the more stable the phase evolution between

neighboring periods. That also means the walking style of the subject is more

stable. To note here that to calculate the phase fluctuation, a walking sequence

need to contain more than two periods. The numbers of subjects who fulfill this

condition are: 198, 92 and 66 for normal walking, leg impaired walking and visual

impaired walking respectively.

Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.12, and table 3.5 and table 3.6 show the distribution of

variance of reconstruction DTW of normal walking and leg/visual impaired walk-

ing and also their classification accuracy. The distributions of the normal and

impaired walking are described by red and blue curves, respectively. In both Fig.

3.11 and Fig. 3.12 the peaks of the two distribution are aligned. It means that

the stability of the walking style is different between individual people, but not
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Table 3.3: The classification accuracy of duration time for detecting visually impaired
walking.

normal 50.77% ± 10.11%

visual impairment 47.68% ± 9.43%

Normal walking 

Visual impairment

walking

normal vs. visual impairment

normal 50.77%±10.11%

visual impairment 47.68%±9.43%

Figure 3.9: DT distribution between normal and visually impaired walking

Table 3.4: The classification accuracy of duration time for detecting leg impaired
walking.

normal 55.87% ± 2.01%

leg impairment 73.97% ± 4.90%

Table 3.5: The classification accuracy of phase fluctuation for detecting visually im-
paired walking.

normal 37.02% ± 20.70%

visual impairment 65.20% ± 21.18%

affected by the physical impairment. The classification accuracy also proves this

conclusion.

3.4.4 Influence of Gender on Gait Features

The paper of Cho et al. [135] tried to prove the assumption that healthy adults walk

differently according to their gender, based on some aspects. In his experiments,

after normalization which was used to avoid the body size effect, the authors reach

the following conclusions, 1) no gender differences were found in walking speed and
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Normal walking 

Leg impairment

walking

normal vs. leg impairment

normal 55.87%±2.01%

leg impairment 73.97%±4.90%

Figure 3.10: DT distribution between normal and leg impaired walking

Frequency

Variance

Normal walking 

Visual impairment

walking

normal vs. visual impairment

normal 37.02%±20.70%

visual impairment 65.20%±21.18%

Figure 3.11: Distribution of variance of phase fluctuation between normal and visually
impaired walking

also in the durations of the stance phase and the double support period; 2) some

differences were discovered in postural aspects, females walked with their pelvis

tilted more anteriorly, more up and down oblique motion, hip joints more flexed

rotated, knee joint in more valgus angles, and narrower step widths.

Considering the property of the three gait features in this paper (namely GEI,

duration time and phase fluctuation), GEI which describes the body shape of the

walking subjects is probably affected by gender. We verify the assumption by

comparing among the detection results using GEI from subjects of mixed gender,

same gender and cross-gender, which are shown in table 3.1 and table 3.2, and

table in Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.14, respectively. Note that mixed gender means

subjects used without considering gender, mix together for training and testing.

While cross-gender means using male (female) subjects for training but female

(male) subjects for testing.
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Table 3.6: The classification accuracy of phase fluctuation for detecting leg impaired
walking.

normal 30.33% ± 8.80%

leg impairment 68.33% ± 9.04%

normal vs. leg impairment

normal 30.33%±8.80%

leg impairment 68.33%±9.04%

Normal walking 

Leg impairment

walking

Variance

Frequency

Figure 3.12: Distribution of variance of phase fluctuation between normal and leg
impaired walking

From these figures, we find that the results change when applying different gender

conditions, which means both categories of impairment detection are affected by

gender factor. Leg impairment classification is further affected. This may be due

to the fact that more obvious differences exist in gait-related anatomy in leg rather

normal vs. visual impairment  
(female training, female testing)

normal 79.41%±3.27%

visual impairment 76.80%±3.41%

average accuracy 78.11%±2.81% 

(a1)

normal vs. leg impairment  
(female training, female testing)

normal 65.40%±4.66%

leg impairment 62.30%±3.42%

average accuracy 63.85%±3.42%

(b1)

normal vs. visual impairment  
(male training, male testing)

normal 77.29%±2.67%

visual impairment 78.26%±2.50%

average accuracy 77.78%±1.93%

(a2)

normal vs. leg impairment  
(male training, male testing)

normal 80.52%±2.36%

leg impairment 84.61%±2.25%

average accuracy 82.57%±1.8%

(b2)

Figure 3.13: Accuracy of same gender classification. (a1), (b1) female subjects train-
ing and testing; (a2), (b2) male subjects training and testing.
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normal vs. visual impairment  
(male training, female testing)

normal 63.09%±11.26%

visual impairment 72.42%±7.60%

average accuracy 67.75%±4.11%

(a1)

normal vs. leg impairment  
(male training, female testing)

normal 68.17%±7.21%

leg impairment 42.77%±5.38%

average accuracy 55.47%±1.70%

(b1)

normal vs. visual impairment  
(female training, male testing)

normal 77.74%±6.39%

visual impairment 78.16%±8.77%

average accuracy 77.95%±3.13%

(a2)

normal vs. leg impairment   
(female training, male testing)

normal 48.40%±9.63%

leg impairment 70.64%±8.39%

average accuracy 59.52%±2.79%

(b2)

Figure 3.14: Accuracy of cross gender classification. (a1), (b1) male subjects train-
ing and female subjects testing; (a2), (b2) female subjects training and male subjects

testing.

than neck between genders. Since the results decrease in most of the classification

in same gender cases and in all cross-gender situations, and also gender informa-

tion always lacks in the real scenarios, using the strategy of classification without

considering gender factor is more robust.

3.4.5 Discussion

Among the features we list up, GEI gives fine performance, but duration time and

phase fluctuation are not so effective. In the case of the duration time, although the

statistical distribution is changed by impairment, it is not adequate for impairment

estimation since the overlapped regions between the distributions are quite large.

We also found the phase fluctuation information is not effective. Walking stability

is not affected by the physical impairment, rather by the individual differences.

So GEI is chosen to present the discriminative information of different walking

styles. Even though gait is affected by gender, GEI evaluation results show that

classification without considering gender is more feasible in real scenarios.
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3.5 Performance and Real Application of Patch-based GEI

3.5.1 The Motivation to Use Patch-based GEI

As discussed in 3.4, it appears that GEI is the best feature to detect impaired walk-

ing, because posture difference between different walking styles can be described

by this feature. In other word, walking posture contains the discriminative ability

for impairment detection. On the other hand, however, the posture information

from other body parts that are not useful for distinguishing might also has the

negative effect on the classification performance. To reduce the intra-difference of

the GEI, we thus propose to use only effective parts to decrease negative influence

of the other part of body.

3.5.2 The Procedures to Extract Patch-based GEI and the Experiment

Results

To decide which body patches contain the most discriminative information, we

firstly need to determine the criterion for segment the whole GEI into patches.

As mentioned previously, two works give detail analysis of contribution of body

components for gender recognition [136, 137]. From their experiments, we found

that results become different with the change of criterion for the segmentation of

human component. Since our scenario is, of course, different from those studies, we

have to find a new rule (the most discriminative patches) for our scenario. To do

this, we apply various grid patch sizes of human region, and evaluate performance.

In this study, we evaluate the performance of 5 levels of patch sizes, they are 5×5,

10×10, 20×20, 30×30, 40×40. From the whole body GEI, we extract the region

corresponding to the patch size with row scanning order and with the skipping

step of 5 pixels. For each patch region, we also use the same processing flow with

whole GEI, first PCA for compressing into the dimension which preserve about

90% energy of the original one and then LDA for classification. Their performances

are shown in Fig. 3.15 and Fig. 3.16.

In Fig. 3.15 and Fig. 3.16, “classification accuracy” is the performance of patch

shown in the third row, which is the best performance of the same patch size for

a whole-GEI. And the gray human images in the these rows are the average of

GEI from all the leg impaired subjects and all the visual impaired subjects for

Fig. 3.15 and Fig. 3.16 respectively. The figures on the fourth row of each figure
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patch size 5*5 10*10 20*20 30*30 40*40 120*80

average 

accuracy 76.26%±1.40% 75.79%±1.18% 81.20%±1.61% 83.17%±1.36% 82.31%±1.75% 80.93%±1.90%

most

effective 

patch

patch 

accuracy of 

the whole

image

Figure 3.15: Classification accuracy of normal walking and visually impaired walking
from different patch size (including whole body-size) and locations.

patch size 5*5 10*10 20*20 30*30 40*40 120*80

average 

accuracy 62.24%±1.59% 66.01%±1.49% 69.87%±2.05% 72.68%±1.38% 75.05%±1.60% 69.30%±1.47%

most

effective 

patch

patch 

accuracy of 

the whole

image

Figure 3.16: Classification accuracy of normal walking and leg impaired walking from
different patch size (including whole body-size) and locations.

are the performance of all the patches of the same size. The points in the image

are located on the center of the patches. And color of the points is relative to

the classification accuracy using that corresponding patch GEI; color closer to the

blue means lower accuracy and color closer to red means higher accuracy. Also

note that the rightmost column is the performance of whole GEI.

From the results shown in Fig. 3.15, we found that patch with size of 30 × 30

positioning at the head and breast give the best performance with the classification

accuracy of 83.17%. Comparing with the average accuracy of whole GEI of 80.93%,
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using only patch around the head and breast region can improve 2.24%. This

result proves our assumption that other parts of the human body will influence

the discriminative ability when using GEI is reasonable. Note that, though the

other sizes of patches perform a little worse, all the red closer color appears at the

upper region and all the highest accuracy appears at the head regions. This once

again confirms the fact that people with visual impairments need to bend their

heads to pay more attention to the condition of roads. And still, when we check

the lower part of the color points image, we find that they are near to blue color,

which means impairment on eyes have little influence on the lower body.

Fig.3.16 shows out the performance of patch-based GEI in detecting leg impaired

walking. The patch size of 40 × 40 shows out the most discriminative ability at

the accuracy of 75.05%, which improve 5.75% comparing with the performance of

whole GEI. All the best performance at the leg region also confirm the fact that

people with leg impairments walking with smaller stride length. And about the

point color distribution, the red closer color appear besides around the leg region

still some appears at the head region, but they are not so obvious. This fact says

that, the leg impairment make the subject walk with smaller leg angle, and at the

same time, to make the balance of the moving body, subject have a little front

lean. But this “front lean” is less effective than the leg change, so using only the

leg region only is enough. From the analysis mentioned above, patch-based GEI

can decrease the influence of the other part of human body. It might also can

solve the problem of sharp shape change due to carrying baggage. Using only the

effective patch, like only head or leg regions can avoid the shape change around

baggage regions.

3.5.3 A Solution to a Real Application of Patch-based GEI

Beside exploring the difference between impaired walking and normal walking, we

go further to solve another issue which makes our research more practical, distin-

guishing multi-type impairments simultaneously. Considering that visual impair-

ment and leg impairment are independent to each other, a subject might suffer

from both visual and leg impairments at the same time. To label the subject as ei-

ther visual impairment or leg impairment only is not so reasonable, therefore such

kind of compound visual and leg impairment is considered as a new impairment

type.
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The direct multi-class classification would get confused in distinguishing pure im-

pairment and compound impairment. We thus provide the classification strategy

of using binary classifier to detect one type of impairment, that is one type of

impairment vs. other types of walking (including impaired and normal). In detail,

we employ the strategy of visual impairment vs. non visual impairment (including

normal and leg impairment) to diagnose whether or not the subject suffers from

visual impairment, and use the method of leg impairment vs. non leg impairment

(including normal and visual impairment) to detect leg impairment. In our ex-

periment, the accuracy of visual impairment detection is 77.82% and that of leg

impairment detection is 72.65%.



Chapter 4

Growth Assessment of School-age

Children from Dual-task

Observation

In last chapter, we have introduced a passive method to detect the physical im-

pairment by observing walking pattern. The passive way is able to monitor the

multiple people at public places. However, it limited the study to physical aspect

of health only. Thus, in this chapter, in addition to studying the physical health,

we go further to investigate the other aspects of health status from subjects by

an active way. This method is designed as a game for screening multiple aspects

of health for children, including anthropometric, kinematic, and cognitive aspects.

Of course, with some modifications, the system can also be used to measure the

health status of elderly. And the research which can be used to estimated cognitive

statues of elderly people is a collaborative work. In this thesis, we focus on my

main work of assessing children’s growth status.

In the following, we will introduce the method in detail for predicting various

aspects of growth status. We first introduce the general ideas and feasibility of

this work. Then introduce the method of data collection for dual-task performance.

The following is to describe the feature representation and the regression method

for age estimation. At last, we present experimental tests of age estimation with

the extracted features, and discuss their implications.

46
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4.1 The General Ideas and Feasibility of Our Approach

Healthy growth in childhood is a critical factor for determining whether an in-

dividual will have a healthy body and ability levels after grown up. Normally

developing children tend to have growing patterns that corresponding to their

true (chronological) age. And a child’s growth status can be assessed by com-

paring various types of measurements related with growth with these growing

patterns constructed by the corresponding measurements, which is summarized

as statistical standard references. Among various types of growth characteristics,

anthropometric, kinematic, and cognitive aspects are the most commonly exam-

ined. If a substantial discrepancy between measurement from a test child and the

average level of that from his/her age is observed, then such a discrepancy often

indicates some health issues. It should be noted that this assessment provides only

an initial impression, and a more comprehensive diagnosis is typically required to

confirm the evaluation. There are main two steps for such initial “screening”:

obtaining measurements from child and comparing with standard reference.

As for the data obtaining, in conventional approach, some measurements are ob-

tained manually. For example, the Gross Motor Function Measure (GMFM) [138]

which is used to measure change in gross motor function over time in children with

cerebral palsy, needs physician to observe children’s motor activities and then score

each item. And the other problem is that and different aspects of information are

measured at different time and occasions: they are measured separately. Such

kind of manipulations is not convenient for the parents or physicians to get an

initial judgment about the growth status of a child.

To address this problem, we thus proposed to used “dual-task” method, which

involves the simultaneous performance of a motor task and a cognitive task, to

collect several aspects of information at a time. And also automatic data collection

is realized by an automatic data collection system. The adoption of “dual-task”

paradigm is because this strategy can gather all the three commonly-seen aspects

of information simultaneously. It saves considerable time, comparing with conven-

tional approaches that collect different measurements at different times/places.

The dual-task method is thus convenient for physicians and parents, easily pro-

viding an initial impression of children’s growth.

In dual-task method, we used gait (stepping in place) as the motor task and arith-

metic calculation as the cognitive task. This combination (stepping in place while

performing arithmetic calculation) is popularly used for examining the cognitive
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Tablet PC
QR code 

printer
In this exhibition, you are captured by cameras.

Moreover, your age and gender information need to

be input. Those collected data are used for our

research. You can contribute to progress of science

just by enjoying them!

Back Next

[Caution]

In case of a child younger than 13 years old,

agreement of parent is needed instead of that

of himself/herself.

Back I Disagree I agree

Examples of graphs shown on the screen: 

Entrance. A tablet PC displays the explanation that the system captures personal

information and asks for an agreement. And a machine to issue a QR-code ticket if the

participant agrees and input the age/gender.

Do you agree that the data is collected?

Figure 4.1: The entrance setting for automatic data-collection system [7].

Dual-task data collection. With the issued QR-code, the participant

performs dual task (stepping while calculating). Sensors including RGB-D

camera record the performance.

QR-code reader

Push buttons

Lateral

view 

RGB-D

sensor

Display

Speaker
Server and storage 

(in the cabin)

Frontal

view 

Push buttons

Figure 4.2: Dual-task experience system for automatic data-collection system [7].
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Printer
If you agree, we will store videos while walking as well  the  answers of the question. The assorted data 

will we utilized for the future research. 

Children under 12: Please ask to you

LEFT button:

disagree

LEFT button:

disagree

Agreement shown on the screen:
Results printed out on a card:

The end. The participant checks the agreements again after seeing the captured information. If they

agree, the results will be printed for them.

Children under 12: Please ask to your parents!

If you of the questions. The stored data will be utilized for
future research. agree, we will store videos while walking as
well as the answers

Your appearance

You can take the printed version of your result if you agree. We

will strictly store the data according to related laws.

Do you agree to provide your information?

Left button:

Disagree

Right button:

Agree and print

Figure 4.3: The exit session for automatic data-collection system [7].

status of children and elderly people [139–142]. Stepping in place is the simplest

form of gait and is often used in place of walking [143]. Compared with other

tasks such as running, walking, or jumping, stepping in place is the easiest for the

participant to perform and also saves a great deal of space. These are good proper-

ties for the realistic application setting and for attracting participants. Arithmetic

calculation is frequently used in the dual-task paradigm for early diagnosis of de-

mentia, because this task requires the short-term memory function of the frontal

cortex, the impairment of which is an early indicator for dementia [144, 145]. Fol-

lowing the convenience and popularity of task setting in the existed researches,

in the present research, we also used gait and arithmetic calculation as the tasks

in dual-task paradigm. Based on the task we used, the kinematic and cognitive

abilities of children considered in our study correspond to gait-related kinematic

(from gait performance) and mathematics-related cognitive (from calculation per-

formance), respectively. We applied a data-collection system to record the gait

and calculation performance of a participant automatically. Because the system

captured the 3D shape of participants’ bodies, anthropometric information was

also measured at the same time.

As for comparing with standard reference to get initial judgment, for conventional

approach, the obtained measurements are compared with the standard which is

constructed from international or regional samples of healthy children, e.g. height

and weight charts [146–148]. There are two problems existed for the conventional
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way, (1) the comparison are always manually; (2) such kind of comparison using

obtained measurement directly is only available for one-direction measurement.

But for most of the occasions, the number of dimensions for an aspect of growth

information is much more than one dimension. For such cases, direct comparing

the measurement with the statistical reference is unfeasible. Because to get reli-

able statics for high dimension measurement, it needs a huge number of samples

and even the samples are sufficient to construct a statistical reference, from the

direct comparison, we still cannot understand the growth status. The reason is

that for high-dimension growth feature, it may happen that some dimensions are

larger than the values of standard reference while some are smaller. To deal with

this problem, represent the growth feature by a metric of “age”. We first construct

a statistical model between multiple-dimension growth feature and chronological

ages. Then coming the growth feature from a test child, we can assign the age

whose growth feature is the most similar to that of the test child to she/he. If the

estimated age is near to her/his chronological age, it indicates the child growth

normally, and vice versa. The modeling construction and age estimation are real-

ized by regression.

The feasibility of regression comes from the discriminative ability of growth feature,

i.e. the features develop with age increasing. Several previous studies [149–152]

have examined the developmental tendencies of locomotor ability (e.g., running,

walking) during childhood. According to Hagmann-von Arx et al. [151], gait fluc-

tuation, which reflects the regularity of gait pattern, improves through childhood

and adolescence. In one study of cognitive development, Moshman [153] reported

that developmental changes in cognition continued through early adolescence. Fur-

thermore, Nunes [154] reported that mathematical skill develops with education

experience, and cognitive performance level is strongly related to age. In addition,

anthropometric features such as height also increase with age. The developmental

relationship between age and these three characteristics of growth suggest that

it is reasonable to estimate a child’s age based on these three aspects of growth

information. Thus, we examined the performance of all participants, used the

data to construct a statistical model and estimate age. And then calculated the

average deviation between the estimated and chronological ages for all the partici-

pants to understand the average level of growth status among typically developing

individuals. These averaged values can be seen as evidence for the feasibility of

using the extracted features to measure growth assessment and also as a standard

for screening.
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   (a)  (b)  (c)       (d)

Figure 4.4: Data captured with a Kinect sensor. (a) color image; (b) depth map
(extracted human body region); (c) and (d) are the skeleton images from the front view

(X-Y plane) and lateral view (Z-Y plane), respectively.

The combination of efficient growth features collection and automatic growth sta-

tus comparison enables a convient growth assessment system for user. After in-

troducing the main ideas in our approaches, we summary the main contributions

to this field:

- Database construction is the primary and vital step in a whole procedure

of data analysis. In our work, the three aspects of growth information can

be collected simultaneously by dual-task method and automatically by a

data collection system. The efficiency and automation are important for real

application. It is possible to collect sufficient number of subjects with least

labor to construct reliable statistical model. And it is convenient to the users,

for the automatic system can be embedded into a game system, so user can

assess growth status even at home.

- Instead of directly comparing to the statistics of the growth feature, we used

age estimation for growth assessment: the average level of age estimation

among all the participants serve as threshold to evaluate growth status. The

age estimation enables automatic growth assessment and also extends the

assessment to multi-dimension of growth feature.
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1 Head 

3 SpineShoulder

18 ShoulderLeft17 ShoulderRight

19 ElbowLeft16 ElbowRight

20 WristLeft

25 ThumbLeft

21 HandLeft

24 HandTipLeft

15 WristRight
14 HandRight

23 ThumbRight
22 HandTipRight

4 SpineMid

5 SpineBase

6 HipLeft10 HipRight

7 KneeLeft11 KneeRight

12 AnkleRight
8 AnkleLeft

13 FootRight
9 FootLeft

2 Neck 

Figure 4.5: Kinect V2 joint hierarchy, the name and the number for each joint.

Figure 4.6: The number of participants at each age. The participants in the red
rectangle are the child group, the focus of this study.
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- By performing age estimation among different age groups and using various

aspects of growth, we can elucidate growth trends in different age ranges, in

addition to children, and for various aspects of growth.

4.2 Multi-aspect of Growth Data Collection

Manually obtaining various measurements is traditionally a labor-intensive task.

For example, acquiring anthropometric information about height requires mea-

surement with a scale, and manual recording of values. Thus, it is impractical to

collect data on a large number of individual participants manually. In the cur-

rent study we employed an automated system [7] to acquire various measurements

while participants performed a dual-task. For the system, there are mainly three

points the authors considering when constructed the system: 1) unmanned data

collection; 2) privacy protection, and 3) attracting participants. Based on these

considerations, I briefly introduce the procedures to experience the system. The

basic procedures involved in the system are shown in Fig.4.1, Fig.4.2, and Fig.4.3.

At the entrance (the equipment and some graphic surfaces are shown on Fig.4.1.),

a touchscreen tablet displayed the instruction to ask participants input their per-

sonal information including age, gender and choose the preferred language for the

experimental instruction (Japanese or English). Then, the terminal presented the

purpose and policies of the research to explain that this system will use camera

to capture data of subject and the collected data will be only used for research

purpose. This step is to protect the privacy of participants, by considering the

suggestions from lawyers. If the participant accepted the agreement, then a QR

code ticket which contained the subject ID was issued. Or else, the participant

cannot go on to experience the system. To note that, if the age of participant is

younger than 12 years, the agreement should be signed instead by their parents.

With the issued ticket, the participant moved to experiment dual-task collection

system which was designed as an entertainment kiosk to attract the interest of

participants. This system was originally designed to collect dual-task data for

analyzing the relationship between dual-task performance and cognition. So it

recorded single-task of physical activity and cognitive execution as well as dual-

task performance. In the present study, we focus on efficient property of dual-task

measurement to save time, because our main purpose was screening. So we used

this system to collected dual-task performance only.
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As shown in Fig.4.2, we used a stationary stepping task as our motor task, which

required less space than walking, and used the calculation of addition or subtrac-

tion between a one-digit number and a two-digit number (e.g., 74 + 2 = ?) as our

cognitive task. Participant answered the question by selecting the answer from

two candidates by a push button holding in each hand. Response times for cal-

culation, and the accuracy rate of responses were recorded. A Microsoft Kinect 2

sensor, which consists of a RGB camera and a depth camera, was used to track the

participant’s whole body during stepping movements. The color image sequence,

depth map sequence and time series of 3D coordinates of the body joints estimated

from the depth data by Kinect SDK (Software Development Kit) were recorded.

The direction of coordinate axes are defined as, the positive direction of X axis

is from right to left when facing to Kinect, Y axis is from bottom to up and the

positive direction of Z axis is facing to Kinect. Fig.4.4 shows examples of these

data collected from one participant. And the name and number manually assigned

for each joint is shown in Fig. 4.5.

After finishing the dual-task performance, participant has already known what

kind of personal information had been actually recorded. They were offered a

chance again to check if they want to provide the collected data for research

usage, the content of the agreement is shown in Fig.4.3. If the participant agreed,

a result score sheet would be printed for them. As also shown in Fig.4.3, the

sheet shows out scores including stepping speed, stability, response accuracy and

response time.

A relatively large number of participants was necessary for reliable statistical anal-

ysis. To collect data from a large number of participants, we installed our system

at the National Museum of Emerging Science and Innovation (MIRAIKAN), which

is the largest science museum in Japan, and is open to the public. The system

was exhibited for almost 5 months, and we collected dual-task performance data

from a total of 4,323 participants, with 1,113 children aged 6–15 years (indicated

by the red rectangle in Fig.4.6) and 3,210 people aged 16–65 years. In the current

study, we focused on the child group. The number of study samples at each age

is shown in Fig.4.6.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.7: Extraction of three anthropometric features. (a) Height was extracted
from 3D point cloud (converted from depth map). (b) Arm span and leg length were

calculated from 3D joint coordinates.

4.3 Growth Feature Extraction and Regression Method

for Age Estimation

In this section, to model the relationships between growth information and age

for the chronological age estimation, we first present the methods for describing

anthropometric, kinematic, and cognitive aspects of growth from the recorded

data. Then, we briefly introduce the regression method we adopted to construct

the age estimation model.

4.3.1 Growth Feature Extraction

Cognitive features based on arithmetic performance are relatively straightforward

to obtain. We used the average response time and the ratio of correct responses

across all problems. Thus, there were two dimensions of mathematics-related

cognitive features.

Anthropometric refers to a set of non-invasive, quantitative body measurements

used to assess growth and health parameters. Based on the Kinect sensor used in

the current study, we expressed this aspect of growth as human body length, in-

cluding height, body-part length, and body proportions [155, 156]. Many previous

studies [94, 157–159] have attempted to determine these indicators by calculating
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the Euclidean distance from 3D joint coordinates for applications in human iden-

tification and re-identification. However, body height calculation using the head

joint, which is represented by a point at the center of the head, has been found

to differ from the true height. Thus, in the current study, we used depth images,

which were originally used to estimate joint positions, to determine height more

accurately.

We first transformed the depth map into a 3D point cloud and then rotated the

ground plane to be horizontal for a Kinect sensor mounted on top of the screen. We

then excluded the background surrounding the participant’s body. From the point

cloud of the participant’s body (an example of which is shown in Fig.4.7 (a)),height

could be captured as the distance between the highest and lowest points. Note

that participants in our experiment performed a stepping motion, which caused

height to change slightly across the different phases of stepping. We chose to use

the phase where one leg was straight and the other was most bent (the upper body

can be in any natural posture during stepping) to measure the participant’s height

(as shown in Fig.4.7 (a)), because this posture is closest to the height of the body

while standing still. The timing of the specified phase is detected automatically

based on the 3D coordinate signal of the knee, which is generated synchronously

with the depth map. The valley points on the Z axis (the positive direction is

facing to Kinect) of the signal correspond to the moment when the leg is straight

and the other is the most bent. We then eliminated the noise data caused by

unexpected poses such as bending the head down or the failure to capture the

head region, by excluding the points with absolute z-scores (the proportion of a

data point subtracted by mean to standard deviation) larger than 2 or smaller

than -2 (which exclude the 5% of the extreme value) by experience.

In addition to body height, we measured the length of the arms and legs using

joint coordinates. The arm span Darm was calculated as the distance from the left

hand, through the left elbow, left shoulder, right shoulder, and right elbow, to the

right hand:

Darm =
20∑
i=14

√
(xi − xi+1)2 + (yi − yi+1)2 + (zi − zi+1)2 (4.1)

where x,y,z stands the 3D coordinate of joints. And the number assigned to each

joint can be understand by checking Fig. 4.5.
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The leg length Dleg is the average of the left DLLeg and right leg DRLeg (distances

from hip, knee to ankle joints), as shown in Fig.4.7 (b), calculation is expressed

by the following:

DLLeg =
7∑
i=6

√
(xi − xi+1)2 + (yi − yi+1)2 + (zi − zi+1)2 (4.2)

DRLeg =
11∑
i=10

√
(xi − xi+1)2 + (yi − yi+1)2 + (zi − zi+1)2 (4.3)

Dleg =
DLLeg +DRLeg

2
(4.4)

The ratios between these lengths were also obtained, as shown in the following:

RLegHeight =
Dleg

Dheight

(4.5)

RArmHeight =
Darm

Dheight

(4.6)

RArmLeg =
Darm

Dleg

(4.7)

where the Dheight means the human body height calculated from 3D point cloud.

Thus, in total, we obtained six dimensions for anthropometric features: body

height Dheight, leg length Dleg, arm spanDarm, ratio of length of leg to height

RLegHeight, ratio of arm span to height RArmHeight and ratio of length of leg to arm

spanRArmLeg.

Kinematic characteristics which describe the stepping movement were extracted

from time series of 3D joint position data. For each signal from one joint and one

axis, we first smoothed the data using moving average subtraction (to eliminate

the effects of moving in a distance) and Gaussian smoothing. We then detected

the valley and peak points from the local minimum and maximum. Time intervals

and amplitude were defined as the difference between neighboring peak and valley

points in the time axis and feature axis, respectively. An example is shown in Fig.

4.8. In line with the way amplitude was extracted (the magnitude within a half-

step cycle), time interval was also determined as a half cycle. This approach results
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Figure 4.8: The method for extracting time interval and amplitude data from the
signal of the right knee joint on the Z axis. The green dots are the peak points and the

blue dots are the valley points.

in finer variability information, compared with using the whole cycle. We recorded

1200 consistent frames for each participant and used the average and standard

deviation of time intervals and swinging amplitude to represent the speed and

regularity (or variation) of the stepping movement in temporalspatial space. There

were 204 feature dimensions, 17 joints (eight extremity joints, tip of right/left

hand, thumb of right/left hand, right/left hands and right/left foot, were excluded

because of the instability of Kinect capturing quality. The comparison between

stable and noisy signals are shown in Fig. 4.9.), in 3 coordinate axes, and each

has 4 kinds of statistical features.

4.3.2 Regression Method for Age Estimation

Previous studies of growth assessment have typically manually compared partic-

ipants’ measurements with a standard growth chart, which provides a statistical

reference about the relationship between age and a single-dimension growth vari-

able [148, 160]. Different from the previous studies, we can assess the growth

automatically based on multi-dimension growth variable. We first modeled the

statistical relationship between growth characteristics and age, and predicted age

given various aspects of growth information automatically by machine learning

method-regression. The estimated age reflect the growth level of the test child.

Then the statics of deviation between estimated age and chronological age from

large number of subjects is served as threshold to assess growth status. Compar-

ing with assessing directly using raw high-dimension feature, calculating statics

based on estimated age don’t need huge scale number of subjects and also have

a clear interpretation. Specified aspect of growth status is obtained by feeding
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(b) Time-series signal from foot joint (a) Time-series signal from knee joint 

(d) Time-series signal from hand tip joint (c) Time-series signal from shoulder joint 

Figure 4.9: The example of time-serie signal of human body joints. The left side (a)
and (c) the relative stable signals while the right side (b) and (d) are the ones from

extremity joints which is noisy.

corresponding aspect of features into the regressor. For example, to investigate

growth of cognitive aspect, the two-dimensions cognitive features (introduced in

subsection 4.3.1) (and also the age information) are fed into the regressor. To

note that our final target is not to estimate age of children, but by this age esti-

mation, we can understand the growth level of a children by age scale instead of

by multi-dimension of growth feature.

In the current study, we chose to use gradient boosting decision tree [161]. Xgboost[162]

which is the implement of gradient boosting decision tree, is very popular in data

competition (i.g. Kaggle) and always outperforms the other methods. This, to

some extent, proves the effective regression ability of the algorithm. In the fol-

lowing, I will briefly introduce the algorithm. And obviously, from the name of

this method, the gradient boosting decision tree can be divided into two parts for

introduce: gradient-method based boosting and decision tree-based weak learner.

In machine learning, boosting and bagging is two types of algorithms in ensemble

algorithm which aim to construct a linear combination of some models, instead

of using a single fit of the method. Bagging emphasizes on reducing the vari-

ance in the error of learning method by generating weak learners independently

and parallel using random sampling with replacement over equal weight samples

while the boosting strives to reduce the bias in the errors of learning by build the
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weak learners in a sequential way using random sampling with replacement over

weighted data[163]. The algorithm of gradient boosting decision tree belongs to the

boosting family which dedicates to improve the accuracy of classification/regres-

sion. At the same time, by random selecting a fraction of samples and a fraction

of variables for each tree and each split, this method also makes a good trade-off

on the decrease of variance and bias. A main principle of boosting method is that

it pay more attention to the wrong labeled samples judged from the previous weak

learner, and then try to correct the wrongly labeling by learning a new hyperplane

in the following weak learner. The typical Adboost [164] increase the weight to the

wrong labeled samples to let subsequent weak learner generate hyperplane consid-

ering more on those larger weighted samples. Gradient boosting also follows this

idea to improve bias. However, instead of changing the weight of the samples, it

used the optimization framework to minimize the loss function when adding a new

weak learner.

Give N samples {yi, xi}N1 as training samples and X = {x1, ..., xn}. The model

function F (X) used to map x to y, is an additive expansions of the form F (X; {ρm, αm}M1 ) =∑M
m=1 ρmh(X;αm), M is the number of weak leaner h(X;αm). It is obtained by

minimizing the expected value of some specified loss function L(y, F (X)). General

algorithm of gradient boosting [161] is:

1. F0(X), initial guess, e.g. F0(X) =
∑N

i=1 yi
N

2. For m = 1 to M do:

3. −gi = −[∂L(yi,F (xi))
∂F (xi)

]F (x)=Fm−1(x), i = 1, ..., N

4. am = arg min
αm

∑N
i=i[−gi − h(xi;αm)]2

5. ρm = arg min
ρm

∑N
i=1 L(yi, Fm−1(xi) + ρmh(xi;αm))

6. Fm(X) = Fm−1(X) + ρmh(X;αm)

7. end For

The main idea of gradient boosting for constructing the subsequent weak learner

is to make the loss function minimization, and the steepest-descent is one of the

simple and frequent used method. So the current gradient is computed as shown

in step 3. Then is to produce weak leaner h(X;αm) that most parallel to the

gradient or say most highly correlated with the gradient over the data distribution

by step 4. And then by minimize the loss function including the current weak
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learner, the weight ρm for this weak leaner is obtained by step 5. By adding the

current weak learner to the previous model, the model for the current iteration is

got. In our study, we choose square of errors as our loss function.

As mention above, the h(X;α) is the weak learner. It is usually a simple parame-

terized function of the input variable and can be any form of simple classifier/re-

gression. The most common choice is classification and regression tree (CART)

[165]. The regression tree partitions the space of input variables into rectangles.

The partitions can be realized by a series of if-then statements. The visualization

of the procedures looks like a tree. Each split on the tree represents an if-then con-

dition based on the mean squared error that the samples are assigned to different

side of branched, based the relation of their variables to the judgment condition

[166]. For a CART, the parameters αm are the terminal node, split locations and

splitting variables. The big advantages of using CART in gradient boosting are

that 1) With CART as the basis model, the method are invariant to scaling of

the inputs; 2) This method enables an interpretation of the contribution of each

feature dimension, so we can understand which dimension of features function best

in the regression process.

4.4 Observing Growth Trends from Age Estimation Per-

formance

In this section, the characteristics of growth tendency are examined using the

regression results. Because the participants were recruited from the general public

and the sample size was large in statistical terms, and also subjects who performed

unnaturally were excluded by manual check, we thus consider that our conclusions

represent the statistical characteristics of the normally developing state.

4.4.1 Experiment Protocol and Evaluation Methods

We first briefly introduce the evaluation methods. Age estimation using growth

features was evaluated on the database collected at MIRAIKAN. We repeated

five-fold cross-validation five times (i.e., a total of 25 evaluation times) to ob-

tain a statistically reliable evaluation. Because the number of participants at

different ages was not balanced, we used stratified sampling so that the same per-

centage participants at each age was approximately preserved in each trial. As
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for the regression method, I used the API (Application Program Interface) func-

tion (sklearn.ensemble.GradientBoostingRegressor) provided by scikit-learn [167]

on Python environment. The parameters of gradient boosting regression were

tuned with a grid-search strategy using cross-validation. For this experiment,

some initial parameters are set as following: 1) the candidates of number of CART

M (corresponding to ′n estimators′ in scikit-learn): {30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80}, the

learning rate ρ (corresponding to ′learning rate′): {0.01, 0.1, 0.2}. And as for

the parameters for weak learner α, the max depth of CART (corresponding to
′max depth′): {2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, the minimum number of samples in each leaf (corre-

sponding to ′min samples leaf ′): {1, 3, 4}.

The output age from the regression reflects the age group to which a test child’s

measurements belong. The development speed of growth measurements and chrono-

logical age are always not matching, so there are gap between estimated age and

chronological age (we call it age deviation). And different individuals have dif-

ferent growth condition with regard to ages, so there should exist variance of age

deviation among individuals, even in a same age. We were interested in investi-

gating the statics of age deviation among normally developing individuals. Such

statistical characteristics from a large number of subjects were used to indicate

how well the extracted features develop with age; smaller differences mean the

features have more discriminability between different chronological ages and thus

can be used as threshold to judge growth status.

We used the mean of absolute error (MAE) and the confusion matrix to demon-

strate the deviation in whole age range and separate age for a age group (e.g. from

6 years old to 15 years old for children group), respectively. Given the estimated

age âti and ground truth age ati for the ith test sample, the definition of MAE (M)

is

M =
1

N t

Nt∑
i=1

|âti − ati|, (4.8)

where N t is the number of test samples.

MAE is an index that describes the average absolute difference between the es-

timated age and the chronological age for the whole age range within a specified

age group. We can judge whether an extracted feature exhibits discriminability

by comparing the MAE of the extracted feature to that of random chance. If the

MAE of the extracted feature is much smaller than the level of random chance,

we can say that the feature does change with age and can be used as a measure of

children’s growth assessment. The MAE can further be treated as a threshold to
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determine whether the difference between estimated age and chronological age for

a tested child is within the average range of normal development. In a statistical

sense, if the estimated age of a test participant deviates from their chronological

age more than the range, it suggests that the participant exhibits potential ab-

normalities. The reported MAE value is the average of the 25 evaluation trials

described above. When required, statistical significance tests were performed us-

ing one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), with the null hypothesis that two sets

of samples are drawn from populations with the same mean.

In addition, the confusion matrix, which presents the distribution between chrono-

logical age and estimated age, demonstrated the discrimination ability of the re-

gression model for each age. For the ideal situation that estimated age is equal to

chronological age, the intersection points between estimated ages and chronologi-

cal ages locate on the diagonal line. In actual, the growth status between different

individuals is different, so the intersection points distributing around the diagonal

line in a distance. Less variance indicates better discrimination ability. From the

visualized confusion matrix, we can see the developmental trend by examining the

pattern of point distribution around the diagonal line for each age group.

4.4.2 Developmental Trend of Whole-generation on Single-dimension

Variables

Before performing the age estimation, we examined the relationships between some

single-dimension variables and age, to obtain an intuitive overall impression of

growth trends. We examined the tendency on a whole-generation from 6 years old

to 65 year old.

As illustrated in Fig. 4.10, we observed relationships between some features ex-

tracted from the three aspects of performance and age. From these example curves,

we found that the near linear change tendency stopped at around age 15 years,

after which the curves changed very slow with age increasing. Based on this

observation, we set the age range of interest for children as 6–15 years, which

corresponds to the age for compulsory education in Japan.

From the developmental trends during childhood, we can confirm the feasibility

of using the examined tasks for growth assessment. Taking answer time from the

cognitive task as an example, as shown in Fig .4.10(a), the average of the length

of response time decreased as age increased. This graph shows that the degree

of proficiency in arithmetic improved with age. Children in Japan begin learning
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.10: Distribution of single features and age. The solid dots show the aver-
ages and the error bars show the standard deviations of all participant’ features at each
corresponding age. (a) The relationship between response time for mathematical prob-
lems and age. (b) The relationship between body height and age. (c) The relationship

between the variation of amplitude of knee motion and age.
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Table 4.1: MAE of the three separate and comprehensive aspects of growth features

Aspects Features MAE[years]

Cognitive Response time and correct ratio 1.57

Kinematic Standard deviation/average of time intervals/amplitude 1.38

Anthropometric Height, length of body parts and their ratios 0.89

Comprehensive Concatenation of all aspects of features 0.84

Table 4.2: The contribution of features in the cognitive task

Feature name in each dimension Importance

Answer time 0.71

Correct ratio 0.29

arithmetic operations in the first year of elementary school (i.e., at 6 years of

age). The ratios of correct responses among younger children are 0.69, 0.72, and

0.83 at age 6, 7, and 8, respectively, demonstrating that children can understand

arithmetic operations from the age of 6 years (because 0.69 is much better than the

0.5 that would be achieved through randomly guessing) and that level of mastery

improves with age.

4.4.3 Growth Tendencies among Different Aspects of Growth for Chil-

dren

In this section, we focus on analyzing the performance of age estimation among

children. We used the multi-dimensional features described in Section 4.3.1 to

represent the three aspects of growth information. We show the results using

the separate aspects of growth information and comprehensive information as the

input for the regression analysis. It should be noted that the comprehensive in-

formation was obtained by directly concatenating the anthropometric, kinematic,

and cognitive features. This direct combination of features with different num-

bers of dimensions is acceptable when using gradient boosting regressors because

the basis model of CART treats the variables separately and chooses the most

discriminative variable according to information gain [165].
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Table 4.3: The contribution of features in anthropometric measurements

Feature name in each dimension Importance

Height 0.45

Arm span 0.18

Leg length 0.17

Ratio of leg length to height 0.08

Ratio of arm span to height 0.08

Ratio of leg length to arm span 0.05

Table 4.4: The first five most important variables in kinematic features. TimStd
refers to standard deviation of time intervals. AmpStd and AmpAvg refers to standard

deviation and average amplitude.

Feature name in each dimension Importance

TimStd of left elbow in Z 0.020

AmpStd of middleSpine in X 0.020

AmpStd of left shoulder in Z 0.017

AmpStd of right knee in Z 0.017

AmpAvg of right of elbow in Y 0.016

4.4.3.1 The Results of Age Estimation for Children

The MAE results of the age estimation are shown in Table 4.1. The average MAE

values of the 25 times of evaluation in Table 4.1 were significantly different from

each other (p-value � 0.001). The MAE values show that the average levels of

deviation between the estimated and true ages of normally developing children for

the cognitive, kinematic, and anthropometric aspects of growth were 1.57, 1.38,

and 0.89 years, respectively. Also to note that the MAE of the chance level for

age estimation at an age interval of 9 years is 2.5 years. The finding that the

results from these individual aspects of growth information for age estimation

are much lower than 2.5 years means that the extracted features are feasible for

use in children’s growth assessment and can be used as thresholds for screening.

The MAE of the anthropometric aspect features was smallest, followed by the

kinematic aspect, and the largest MAE was the mathematics-related cognitive

aspect. Smaller MAE values indicate that the discrimination of growth features
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between ages was more apparent, meaning that development in the corresponding

aspect is more correlated with age.

The visualized confusion matrices are shown in Fig. 4.11. The confusion matrix

revealed that the distribution between true age and age estimated using anthro-

pometric features appeared around a diagonal line with the least variance (in Fig.

4.11 (c)), followed by kinematic features from stepping performance (in Fig. 4.11

(b)). The distribution about cognitive features (in Fig. 4.11 (a)) became flat after

11 years of age. Thus, the distribution exhibited the same developmental tenden-

cies as MAE values, but the confusion matrices enabled a more detailed analysis at

each age, particularly in the distribution around the two ends of the ages in speci-

fied groups. The flat trend appeared in the confusion matrix of cognitive features

after 11 years of age and in the confusion matrix of anthropometric features after

14 years of age, illustrating that the arithmetic ability of addition/subtraction of

a one-digit number and a two-digit number reached almost maturity at 11 years

of age, whereas body length became almost stable at 14 years of age.

In addition to examining the developmental trends of individual aspects of growth

information, we examined comprehensive features by combining all three aspects

together. The MAE value for comprehensive features was 0.84. This finding indi-

cated that, if the absolute difference between the child’s estimated age and their

chronological age was within 0.84 years, they could be considered to exhibit aver-

aged level of growth, considering all aspects. In addition, if parents or physicians

wish to understand more about individual aspects of a child’s development, they

can refer to the performance on each aspect.

In our method, in addition to results for separate aspects of growth, a compre-

hensive result is also provided. This is based on consideration of the practical

application situation. Taking the practical situation of health examination as an

example, in addition to scores on each item, we simultaneously receive a general

score that serves as a comprehensive judgment. Similarly, in real applications of

our system, we plan to provide both individual assessment (i.e., anthropometric,

kinematic, and cognitive) and comprehensive assessment. Participants can choose

to check individual or comprehensive values, based on their needs. The perfor-

mance on each aspect of features (i.e., MAE) is also provided. Participants can

choose different aspects of features considering their performance. As mentioned

above, the MAEs are significantly different from each other. Smaller MAEs indi-

cate that the estimated age has less deviation compared with true age and that the

participants can obtain a more precise assessment of their growth on that aspect.
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(c) Anthropometric

(b) Kinematic(a) Cognitive

(d) Combination

Figure 4.11: Confusion matrix of age estimation for different aspects of growth in-
formation. The ratio of the number of participants of an estimated age to the total
number of participants of an actual age is illustrated by different colors in the color
bar; warmer colors indicate larger ratios, whereas colder colors indicate smaller ratios.

Observing the results, anthropometric performance (the best performance from

the individual aspect) and comprehensive performance are in fact not the same.

Comprehensive performance is better than the others, although the difference is

slight. Participants can select assessment aspects based on this criterion.

4.4.3.2 The Fastest Developing Dimensions in Each Aspect

To determine which dimensions exhibit development that is the most closely re-

lated to age, we analyzed the contribution of each dimension to the age estimation.

Usually, different dimensions of features don’t contribute the same to predict tar-

get results. And the importance of each feature is measured by how they work for
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split in individual decision tree (i.e. CART). The basic idea is: the more often a

feature is selected in the split points for a tree the more important that feature is.

The importance of a feature in a gradient boosting decision tree is the average of

the feature importance of each tree [167]. We repeated 5-CV five times, resulting

in a total of 25 training sessions. In each training session, the contribution of

each dimension to the feature could be expected to change because the fraction

of features and samples being selected exhibit slight differences across sessions.

We averaged the contributing factors from all training sessions for each dimension

of the features. For high-dimension features, it was not possible to illustrate the

contributions of all dimensions. We show the dimensions that appeared in most

training sessions (those appearing in more than 20 training sessions) with the most

important factors ranking in the top five.

Table 4.2 shows the contribution of features from mathematics-related cognitive

features. The results revealed that response time changed with age more closely

than did the ratio of correct responses in mathematical performance. This in-

dicates that most children quickly master the skills of addition/subtraction of a

one-digit number and a two-digit number from the year they enter elementary

school, and the degree of proficiency improves gradually with the number of years

of education. So the correct ratio doesn’t improve with ages as apparently as

that of answer time. Table 4.3 shows the feature contribution of each dimension

of anthropometric features. The results revealed that height, arm span, and leg

length were the dominant cues changing with age, compared with other compo-

nents. The other dimensions were the ratios between those features and may thus

be correlated with the first three features. There were 204 dimensions of features

for kinematic performance. Table 4.4 shows the first five dimensions, which con-

tributed most strongly to the age estimation. The results show that the variation

in stepping movements improved more with age than did the speed of stepping.

This finding indicates that children tended to achieve a more stable gait pattern

with increasing age, whereas speed did not change substantially after 6 years of

age. This pattern of results is consistent with the conclusions of a previous study

[151].

4.4.3.3 Analyzing Examples with Age Deviation Larger than Average Level

In this subsection, we analyze some examples whose estimated ages far deviating

from their chronological ages than average level. The samples can be detected by

observing the confusion matrix; those examples appear in the regions where the
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deviation from the diagonal line was greater than the MAE value. We divided

them into two types, based on their position. The first type tended to appear at

both ends of the age range (e.g., at age 6 and age 15). As seen in Fig. 4.11, it was

common for performance around these ages to have a larger age deviation between

estimated ages and chronological ages for most aspects (including the comprehen-

sive aspect). This result was likely caused by applying mean squared error as a

loss function in gradient boosting regressor and as criterion to choose the best

feature dimension and threshold to split in weak learner of CART. The age with

greater sample size contribute more in the result of mean squared error that make

algorithm focus more on those ages. However, the numbers of participants aged

6, 7, or 15 years were smaller, comparing with the other ages, so age estimation

for children at these ages have larger deviation. This situation indicates that we

should ensure a sufficiently large and balanced sample for constructing a more

reliable model.

Table 4.5: MAEs of age estimation among different age groups

Age range 6-15 16-25 26-35 36-45 46-55 56-65

Anthropometric 0.89 2.31 2.44 2.41 2.32 2.40

Kinematic 1.38 2.31 2.42 2.43 2.33 2.31

Cognitive 1.57 2.31 2.41 2.44 2.31 2.33

Comprehensive 0.84 2.29 2.42 2.42 2.32 2.31

The second type of failure could appear at any age and occurred when the partic-

ipants’ features deviated widely from the typical features of their age group. Two

factors likely account for errors of this type. First, inappropriate task design may

have affected the results. For example, the design of the arithmetic calculation

task for testing the cognitive aspect in the current study made it impossible to

distinguish between a rapid random choice when the answer was unknown, and

an immediate response when the answer was clear. Based on this design, younger

children might be recognized as older children with higher calculation ability be-

cause age is estimated based mainly on response time. More detailed examination

in future studies is required to resolve this limitation. The second possible expla-

nation is that some participants do exhibit much faster or slower growth than the

average at their age. For example, the height of a child aged 7 years might be

1.26 meters, whereas the average height of children of this age was 1.14 meters.

Thus, the child may be judged as being 8 years old, because the average height of
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8-year-olds was 1.24 meters. However, whether such kind of faster than average

level is within normal development, should be further determined by physicians.

4.4.4 Growth Tendency among Different Age Groups

In this section, we present the age estimation results for different age ranges. The

training and evaluation strategies were the same as those described in Section 4.4.3

above. The comparison results are shown in Table 4.5. The table shows that MAE

values from the first column were consistently smaller, compared with those in the

other columns. The MAE values of the other age range groups, except for the

group of 6–15 year, were similar to the chance level of 2.5 years. These findings

suggest that the proposed features have no discriminative ability after the age of

15 years. Thus, the growth characteristics observed in our study appear to become

almost mature at around 15 years old.



Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work

5.1 Summary of Thesis Achievements

Gait is an informative indicator to one’s health condition. In this thesis, in order

to satisfy more and more healthcare demands from children/elderly people, people

with impairment and even healthy people, we designed two computer-vision based

techniques to assess people’s health status through passive and active ways of gait

observation. The former one can be used in public space to detect physical im-

pairments and the latter one can provide efficient multi-aspect growth assessment

at home. To note that the adoption of active way enables us to further explore

the cognitive aspect of health in addition to physical aspect. Our studies extended

the existed camera-based gait analysis for healthcare which were constrained in

limited categories disorder and aspects of health and were vulnerable to noise into

more pervasive and convenient solutions.

In detail, for the first purpose, we developed a scheme to detect people with phys-

ical impairment based on walking sequences captured by camera. As the basis

step to realize this target, we first collected a dataset containing both impaired

gait and normal gait with sufficient number of subjects. Then to find out the

appropriate gait representation which is discriminative between different types of

impaired walking (i.e. leg impairment and visual impairment). We first listed up

three categories of gait features: posture, temporal and dynamic aspects of walk-

ing characteristics which are represented by GEI, duration time, phase fluctuation,

respectively. Next, we used a 2-class LDA as classification. From the experimen-

tal results, we confirmed the discriminative ability of GEI over the three features.

We also discussed the influence of gender in GEI. Further, considering that GEI
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is mainly about posture information, it must be affected by the other parts of

the human body except the effective part for detecting impairments. We thus

proposed using only the effective patch of GEI for classification. We can improve

the performance by 2.24% and 5.75% to 83.17% and 75.05% respectively for de-

tecting visual and leg impairment comparing with whole GEI. This proved the

effectiveness of patch-GEI. Based on this fact, we consider the real application of

distinguishing multiple types of impairments simultaneously using binary classi-

fication. The accuracy of detecting visual impairment is 77.82% and that of leg

impairment detection is 72.65%.

Then we proposed an automated method to obtain growth information and esti-

mate growth status among children, considering anthropometric, kinematic and

cognitive aspects of growth information. We first demonstrated that three as-

pects of growth information could be simultaneously obtained using a dual-task

paradigm with an automatic data-collection system. We collected large-scale of

database of dual-task performance by the system. With the collected data, we

constructed a statistical model of the relationship between growth features and

age, and estimated age which reflected one’s growth level using regression analy-

sis. Based on this method, we were able to examine the developmental trends of

typically developing children. The average level of absolute discrepancy between

the estimated and true age was provided. The fact that this statistic is smaller

than chance level proved it is feasible to used the extracted features as measure-

ment of child’s growth. And then by comparing a test child’s performance with

this average value, we were able to provide an initial assessment about the growth

status.

Our two approaches show out the whole procedures to apply computer vision/ma-

chine learning techniques in gait analysis for healthcare. The main contributions

in both works are: 1) constructing databases with sufficient number of subjects

for each target; 2) investigating efficient techniques to study health status of sub-

jects. Especially, construction database is the primary and vital step in the whole

approach. Our works on the databases have prove the feasibility of assessing

health status from camera-based gait-related observation. But the life of database

doesn’t end here. More advanced computer vision/machine learning techniques

can also be applied to these databases to improve the performance or to explore

more aspects of interesting facts.
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5.2 Future Work

The researches in this thesis are served as a pilot study for pervasive monitoring

health through observing gait performance by camera. The methods explore both

physical and cognitive aspects of health and can be applied both at public and

home environment. They extended the existed gait analysis for healthcare which

are restricted at limited application situations and health aspects to a boarder

range. However, even there already existed some researches applied camera to

monitor people’s activities (including gait) [50, 126, 168], it is still hard to find

out the commercial solution for activity monitoring using camera. Most of them

selected wearable sensors as the recording device and without intelligent decision

unit [21]. So to make our camera-based gait monitor to become more intelligent

and practical and speed up its usage in practical situation, some perspectives can

be considered:

1. Verify the proposed methods using real impairment. The proposed methods

analyzed gait from people who act impaired walking by simulation kits or

from normally developing people. To confirm the feasibility of the methods

in real application, we still need to test our methods on the real impaired

people. This is an important step to push the approaches further to real

application.

2. Extend the qualitative detection to quantitative assessment. Our current

works are able to detect the abnormality of people in various aspects of

health. It is important for that we can take action in time to cope with the

problem at the primary step. However, to understand the progress of the

abnormality also vital to provide medial intervention or evaluate the effect

of treatment. Thus, extend to quantitative evaluation can make the system

more useful in practice.

3. Integrate with human tracking to let the monitoring person specified. In

the public places, surveillance camera has spread everywhere. We can di-

rectly embed the healthcare function to the surveillance system. We need

to trace the specified person with impairment among multiple people ap-

pearing in public places, which can be realized by human tracking or human

re-identification.

4. Consider about the privacy issue. The common concern with respect to cam-

era based monitoring is the privacy problem. We can cope with this problem
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by sophisticated consideration and design. For example, by blurring the face

or restricting the recording information being transferred. By tackling this

issue, camera-based monitoring can be applied in broader occasions.
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